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THE CHAIRMAN: I will open this MEETING with A word of thanks to to Mr.

Loddy, our Rapporteur, who has done such useful work in preparing this

draft. I think Delegates will require some time to study this draft

before we have a discussion on it. On the other hand , we are very short

of time so we cannot postpone it till, say, next week. I was wondering,

therefore, whether it would be as well to adjourn the meeting, to give

everybody a chance to study the draft in detail, and meet again this

afternoon at 3 or 4.30. Perhaps 4.30 would be proferable, which would

give everybody aple time to study it and decide on the questions they

nigtht wish to ask. If we do not do that we will get a very confused

discussion. In any case, we will have Monday morning in which to

discuss it, and perhaps even Monday night.
MR. McKINNON (Canada): Shall we not go on tonight?

THE CHAIRMAN: I think tonight will be all right. I amquiteprepared to

start now. What would Delegates prefer? I feal that if we study it

Mr. Loddy. would be available to give all kinds of information for which

Delegates might ask. I do not see much use in starting the discussion

on this draft until everybody has really digested it.

MR. LECUYER (France): (into. pretation): I agree that it is indispensable

that we should have time to consider thisdocument. It is a difficult

document, and for me the difficulty is greater because I have to have it

translated into French. However, difficulties oecur even for those who

are familiar with english. The importance of this document is such that

we certainly nead several hours in which to study it. I would like to

say at the outset that, although I have only perused I think it is a

remarkable document, andeven before the discussion I think we should

thank the Rapporteur for the work he has achieved. It is A document

remarkable for the clarity and method which it displays, and I think that

after the Conference it will remain as tho basis of many studies. In

order that we may have enough time to study it I would suggest that we

meet not at 3 and not at 4.30, but at 5 p.m. this afternoon - andwe
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could even go on tonight. I am always at the disposal of the committee.

In any case, I think we should have time to examine this text.

THE CHAIRMAN: I am also prepared to meet tomorrow, because I am here at

the service of Delegates. I do feel that it wouldbe preferable to

adjeurn now to avoid confusing the discussion, which would be a pity,

Would Delegates he agreeable to adjourningnow and .meeting again at 5

o'clock this afternoon?

MR. McKIMNON (Canada): The Canadian Delegation would be agreeable to that,

provided we could go on tonight.

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): I on willing, to work .at 5 this afternoon, tonight and

tomorrow, because I believe this is something that we have to clear up.

MR. ADARKAR (India): I agree that even before we start the discussion of

this most complicated document we should thank Mr. Loddy for presenting,
a very lucid analysis of the problem involved. I suggest that after

tonight's discussion it would be convenient to adjourn till Monday morning

so that we might have time to consider some of the issues involved

here. during the weekend.

THE CHAIRMAN: We would meet on Monda.y in any case. I want to have this

cleared up as soon as possible because it still has to go into the main

Committee Il, whether the other nations will have certain questions to

ask. It is a very important document, and we should have ample time to

discuss it. Every country taking part in this conference will want to

examine it at the beginning of next week, therefore we should clear the

text as soon as possible.

MR. ADARKAR (India): We will not have time to discuss this in Delegations

while our discussion in the committee is going on. I think it is most

essential - at least from the point of view of the Indian Delegation -

that we should have Sunday free for quiet study and discussion with the

other members of the Delegations.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): Could not we face the issue whether we meet on

Sunday at, say,midnight after we have been discussing it for several
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hours, when we can see what progress we have made?

THE CHAIRMAN: I amagreeable to that.

MR.ADARKAR (India): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: It is agreed then that we adjourn and meetagain at

5 o'clock this afternoon.

(Tho Meeting rose at 12.02 p.m.
For Verbatin Report of afternoon session,
see E/PC/T/C.II/PRO/PV/12, Part 2)
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THECHAIRMAN: We have nowhad some time to study the paper which our
Rapporteur prepared. for us, andwe have now to agree to theway
in which we shall disscus it. The first part is more of a

summary of what has been agreed to, or is in the Charter, with.
regard to tariff negotiations. The second part is more difficult
because there we come to the actual Procedure. Iwould like to
deal with it in two parts - first, the more general..part. After
hearing any general observations oh that, we can then go on to the

more difficult part. The First part will be down to page 6, and
the second part from page 6 onwards. Are there any remarks on

the first part before we go on to the draft itself?

B follow. -5-
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MR. ADARKAR (India): A number of observations have been made in these six

pages which are not acceptable to the Indian Delegation. As you will

remember,. Sir, the whole principle embodied in paragraph 1 of Article 18

was regarded as unacceptable to us, unless very substantially qualified, and

the same principle finds repeated expression here. Therefore, if there is

no discussion on the first six pages, it should not be assumed. that those

pages.are acceptable to the Indian Delegation,

THE CHAIRMAN: To be quite clear on this: we discussed .Article 18 and so on,

and we had some argument on that, and I understood, that you reserved your

position on that; but I did not understand that the whole thing was

unacceptable to you, as you now say.

MR ADARKAR(India): I said that the suggestions contained in that paragraph

that all members of the Organisation could negotiate for a substantial

reduction of tariff, was not acceptable to soon members, at least of this

Committee, the point being that, so far as India is concerned, she is

unable to agree that members could negotiate for a substantial reduction of

tariffs irrespective of the peculiarities of their position. It is quite

true that the negotiaons are going to proceed on a selective basis, and

still the intention is that the nett result of the whole process of

negotiations should be a substantial reduction of tariffs, that those

countries which will not use tariff s for the purposes of their economic

development may either have to maintain or to raise tariffs; and although

they may be able to offer certain reductions, the nett result of their

negetiations with other countries cannot be capable of being describe,

as a substantial reduction of tariffs. Therefore, since that very

principle is in question here, I find it difficult, Sir, to endorse

remarks such as the one which occurs on page 2 under "Basic commitment

to negotiate", that "Each Member would be committee to enter into

negotiations, upon the request of any other Member, directed to the

substantial reduction of tariffs and the elimination of tariff preferences".

As it stands, it states something ;which is quite inconsistent with the

particular economic policy that countries like India have in view.
6.
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THE CHAIRMAN: If I maycommentonthis onemoment,I think thatwhen we

discussed this was always said that every member should put forward his

argument for not having certain items in negotiations, for even being

obliged. to raise. certain tariffs, and generally give. an argument as

regards this position (that is What we always-obail a selective basis I

think); and that when we discussed the question of the substantial

reduction. of. tariffs, that was meant in a more. general way, that the outcome

should be a substantial reduction of tariffs as a whole, If I may remind

you, in addition, the binding of the low tariff should be equal to the

reduction of the high tariff that works in the same way because that

country couldreduce its.tariffs. Is not that right?

MR HAWKINS (U.S.A): Yes, that describes it.

THE CHAIRMAN Perhaps we could clarify it a little bit more in that

paragraph. that Mr. Aadrkar mentions. I think it has always been our

understanding.

MR. ADARKAR (India) The expression made by you would clarify the poisition

so far as countries with low tarifts are concerned, but where a country,

like India, likes to retain full liberty to use tariffs to whatever extent

is necessary: to assist her economic development, it is by no means certain

that the results of her negotiations with other countries would be capable

of being described as a substantial reduction of tariffs, It may be that

even after the negotiations that tariffs may remain at a fairly high level.

We. are unable to subscribe to the principle, that; a substantial reduction

of tariffs by itself is a desirable objective, irrespective of the stage
of econonio developent that the different countries find themselves in.

MR.HAWKINS(U. S.A.) I can only say that I think thatrepresents a very

fundamental difference in view points. I see no way. of reconciling that

viewpoint with ours,

THECHAIRMAN: That would mean that in that case they would not take part

in negotiations.

MR ADARKAR (India): Mr Nehru has suggested an amendment in the memorandum
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relating to the Spring negotiations, and that merely visualised negotiations

on a selective basis. India wouldbe quite prepared to participate in the

Spring negotiations, or in later negotiations, on the understanding that,

she would be expected to do nothing more than to offer such selective

regulation in her tariffs as are consistent with the needs of her own

economic development and the general purposes of the. International Trade

Organisation...

THE CHAIRMAN I think that formula would be acceptable to.every country, .but

not with the other additions that you put here.

MR.HAWKINS (U.S.A.) I am a little confused. I understood the Delegate of India
not

to say that India would/be prepared to enter into negotiations with the,

objective of effecting a substantial reduction of high tariffs, or the binding

of low tariffs. If that is the understanding of his position, it seems

entirely and absolutely inconsistent and at. variance with the provisions of

Article 18.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes,

MR HAWKINS (U.S.A.): I do not think it does much good to attempt to cover

up what seems to be as much an issue as that,

MR DEUTSCH (Canada): I do not think any amendment . would meet the position

that the Indian Delegate has just set forth and I would suggest that he

simply reserves his position on this paragraph which is, after all, only

a preamble to themain part ofmemorandum-
MR ADARKAR (India): IT give preciseshape and form to the amendment I have in

view: it is this, I cannot draft it at this stage. But may I indicate

briefly what exactly we have inmind. It is just this, that the suggestions

contained in this memorandum, that a substantial reduction of all high

tariffs is desirable, irrespective of the, purposes which the high tariffs

serve, is not acceptable to India. The othersggestion. contained in the

same memorandum, that all members should, negotiate for substantial

reductions of tariffs, irrespective of the:needs. of their economic positions,

is also not acceptable, India would like to use tariffs as an instrument
:.8.,
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of economic development, and she would therefore like to reserve full

liberty tomaintain or to raise tariffs to whatever extent is necessary to

achieve that object, She would therefore agree to nothing more than

negotiating for such selective reductions in her tariffs as are consistent

with the needs ofher own ecocomic development and the general purposes

of the International Trade Organisation.

C. fs. 9.
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This is quite in conformity with the stand which the Indian Delegation

has taken with regard to the Spring, negotiations at other meetings.

DR. COOMBS (Australia): This matter is some interest. While listening

to the Indian Delegate my first impression was that the point he was

raising would have been covered. by the phrasewhich is certainly in

Article 18 in its original form,butitdoesnotappear in the first port

of this document, There, in Article 18 (1) the words which I think are

fairly important are mutually advantageous." So far as I can see, those

words-do not appear in the first three pages of this memorandum, where

references are made to these negotiations. It does seem to me that that

is a rather important point, because the inclusion of the words mutually

advantageous"would imply that if a duty was of sufficient importance to a

country such as India then the price which would. be required, so to speak,
in negotiations to warrant their reduction of it would need to be very

high indeed, - in fact, perhaps impossible - before a negotiation in

relation to that particular item could be rewarded as mutully advantageous.

I merely put that point forword. as a suggestion. It does seen to me that

the mission of those words is at any rate something- which requires some

explanation, since they were quite clearly part of the previous draft.

TIM CHAIRMAN: In any case, we could. take over Article 18 (1) to a grater
extent than on page 2 of this memorandum Still, even then I wonder

whether we would be entirely out of the difficulty.

DR. COOMBS (Australia): Precoding each reference to negotiations could.

we have the phrase "mutually advantageous"?

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): I call attention to the fact that on page 5 it says:

"Generalnature ofnegotiations

The Charter provides that tariff negotiations shall be
on a reciprocall and 'mutually ad.vantageous' basis,2'

I think that clears everything, that has been said before, because this is

not a reproduction of the Charter ',but only an explanation of it.

10.
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THE CHAIRMAN: We also got a selective, procluct-by-product, basis. I

think that again meets it. But the fundamental position of the Indian

Delegate creates some problems. In what in said about the -general

nature of negotiations I think we have covered your point, Dr. Coombs.

DR. COOMBS (Australia): I do not know whether that necessarily make the

references which directly procede it entirely satisfactory in the absence

of such a clarification. It does seen to me that there is an essential

difference in meaning between negotiations directed to the substantial

reduction of tariffs and the elimination of tariff preference, and

mutually advantageous negotiations directed to the same purposes.

THE CHAIRMANMr. Adarker if we chance paragraph in the way proposed by

Dr. Coombs and have further reference to part 5, and perhaps where noted

be put in those words, I think you would still liku to reserve your

position. we could then go on with this memorandum without embarrassing

you too much.

MR. ADARKAR (India) Of course, it would be consistent to reproduce the

language of the Charter. At the some time even with regard to the

language of the Charter our point was that it should make some rccogrition

of the fact that the level of tariffs depends on the stage.of economic

development of each country, and the purpose which the tariffs serve.

It was for that reason that I suggsted there should be a link up with

some arrangement that is contemplated in relation tothe economic develop

ment. But since that is not beingdone we shall have to consider some

amendment of this portion here and now. Cr', we might leave it -over with
- ~~~ata

the reservation that we come back to it/later stage; or, alternatively, the

Indian Delegation might be permitted. to reserve its explanation.

MR. McKIMNON (India): Surely the point of the Indian Delegate is met by

the sentence on page 5, which says the negotiations should be conducted

on a
"basis which will afford an adaquate opportunity for taking into
account the circumstances surrounding each product on which a
concession may be considered"

«~~~~~~Il
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You see it says "each product. If the country, cosiders that the.

product is not one on which it might or should give a concession,

then that product does not need to appear in the schedule to tho agree-

ment thatmay be reached.

THE CHAIRMAN Thore is only one dificulty. This morning I received a

paper which "perhaps I might mention now. It was . draft message

to Committee Il from the Joint Committee on Industrial Development,

reading as follows:

"In tho light of recomendations regarding instrial and.
general economic development which the Joint Committee
Proposes to make to the Preparatory Cor.nmittoc, tho Joint
Committee requests. Committee II to make a provision in
Article 18 of the chapter dealing with Commercial Policy,
so that in relation to the unertaking to reduce tariffs
and to eliminate import tariff preferences, the Organiza-
tion and other Members should, when considering the
contribution which a Member can make to a reduction in
tariffs, 'takce into. account the height of the tariff of that
Member and the need if any, of that Member touse
protective measures in order to promote industrial and
general economic development."

There is then another paragraph with regard to article .20, which does not

concern us here. That.is a message received officially in craft. I

think it comes from the Joint Committee on which Dr. Coombs has taken part

in the discussions. Perhaps this is the real point which the Indian,

Delegate is making Wemust no see what to do with this amendment.MR. McKINNON (Canada): That meansthatforthemomentweareabandoning
tho procedural memorandum and reconsiderig Article 18?

THE CHAIRMAN Yes, because if we want to clear this we have todiscuss that

as well. In any case, we have to return to it later. We cannot leave it

open, since we have received this message from the Joint Committee and. I

do not think we can cover that in the main Committee Il. We should. deal
memorandumwith it here. We are supposed to deal with Article. 18, and this/is an

addendum to Article 18. Has the report of the Joint Committee been

passed by the main Committee or is it simply something from a drafting

group?
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MR.COOMBS(Australia): It certainly has not been approved by the Joint

Committee as a whole. I think the position is that the Drafting Committee

went through the Rapporteur's draft of the report his morning and directed

him to make certain changes and amendments in it, and that process of amend-

ment is still going on.

THE CHAIRMAN: Which countries were in that Committee, may I ask?

MR. COOMBS (Australia): Speaking'from memary, they were India, the United
States, the United Kïngdom, Australia, France and Brazil..

THE -CHAIRMAN: This'is rather a funny situation, in one way and another. The

joint body accepted that, but members of several Delegations present here

are raising certain difficulties in this Ccmmittee,

MR. COOMAS (Austr'alia) : I have only one sugestion I would make, While I

think committeee II is bound to take notice of a message of this sort, it

is not ;oind to deal with the problem in precisely the same place as the

Joint Comittee has suggested, I am not quite sure what you view is

.about the place in which that'proviso should be made; I think the Joint

Committee las suggested Article 18, but if it seers more appropriate to

you te embody it in the procedural memorandum, that is entirely for Commitee

II to decide,

THE CHAIRMAN Inanycase we cannot get out of it; we have.to..discuss it

here in connection with those first pages that we are concerned.:with now,

MR. HAWKINS (United states): I think there is a very necessary and.definite

relationship between this proposal for consideration.in connection with

Article 18: and the nation taken by the Joint Committee. As far as I know

the Joint Committee- i producing a draft the effect of which would be that

tariff commitments or other commitments might bc modified in cases in which

it was desired by a country to develop a particular industry Is that, in

general, roughly what the draft now will provide?

MR. COOMBS. (Australia) I .think so, yes. Iam a little uncertain about the

position in relation to message to other Committees. I am afraid I have

forgotten at, the moment procesly where we have got to, I think perhaps it

- 13 -
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would be as well if we left that point for the moment while we confer with
the Secretary of the Joint Committee and find out previouslywhat the
present position is. Certain draft Articles were approved by the Drafting
Committee but not. by the Committee itself, and I think there were certain

messages also approved by the Drafting Committee, but on that point I am

not entirely certain. The Draft Report.itself is still. in.process of

preparation, If .we pass on for a few minutes I will try and find out.

THE. CHAIRMAN: ., Then we. will leave that point open Are there any other

remarks on the first part, of the momorandum we are now discussing?

MR. HAWKINS (United States): There is one point; I am not sure of its

relevancy but I think I should mention it You remember that there was a

question of quota preferences on certain products,which was raised in

the full meeting of the Committee, and a small. group was set up to discuss

those preferences and suggest what right be done about them. Is this the

appropriate time to bring that up?

THE CHAIRMAN: I think it would perhaps be wise, because wo shall be concerned

with it in any case in this memorandum.,

MR.HAWKINS (United States): My only reason for bringing it up is that the

Delegate of Chile had a particular interest in it and all I can do now is

to report the. the number of those preference quotas .use to speak,

preferences given in the form of quotas rather than tariffs, is very

limited. It applies only to meat. I can only report it as a fact,
without offering. any suggestion as to what to do about it at the moment.

I do think that fact should be before the Committee.

THE CHAIRMAN; Is that Article 19?

MR. VIDELA (Chile): Article 8 (2)(a).

THE CHAIRMAN:. I cannot quite. follow here it should be. Article 8 (2)(a)
refers to "Preferences in force exclusively between territories in respect

of which..... shall: provide a list. of such territories.... incorporated in

an annex to this Charter". I cannot quite follow it because I think it

came under the Ccnmittee on quantitative restrictions, of which we are

still awaiting the report,
-14-
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MR.HAWKINS (United States): I am not clear where it comes up, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. VIDELA (Chile).: If I may explain - this was referred to a special sub-

commttee when we were discussing Article 8, and that special sub-committee

was composed of for members,the United Kingdom, the United States, New

Zealand and Australia. When the opportunity aroso I asked to be invited to

that sub-committee because Chile is one of the exporters of meat. Besides

Chile there are two or three other countries, Argentine, Uruguay and I

think Newfoundland, We have had a quota imposed by the United Kingdom
since 1933 and this .quota was increased. in recent years. I have here

documents up to 1939. Under Imperial Proference an allocation is given

to the countries conerned, I think Australia and New Zealand principally,

and then there is a percentage or quota for foreign countries. of that

percentage or quota, 60 or 62 per cent was allocated to Argentine, 15

per cent to Chile, and I think 14 per cent to Uruguay, with a small quota

to Newfoundland.

-15 -
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THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, but May I just interrupt you now, because I

think this comes down to a quantitative restriction.

MR VIDELA (Chile): But it is excluded from. the quantitative

restrictions.

THE CHAIRMAN In any case it is perhaps a matter :for a special

Sub-;.committee but it would have to come back to the Committee

on Quantitative Restrictions, because it i in effect a quantit-

ative restriction and not a preference, because preferences are

entirely within the Commonwealth and not with other countries.

MR. VIDELA (Chile): Is it Article 8?

THE CHAIRMAN: I should like to have first a report from the

Committee on Quantitative Restrictions which is dealing with

Article 19, and if they.think they cannot deal with it, and that

it should be dealt with by us, then we can go on with it.

MR. VIDELA (Chile) But were have finished with Article 19 in the

Committee on Quantitative Restrictions and we did not refer

to this matter, because it ras referred to a special Sub-

Committee.
MR. HAWKINS (United States): I think the history.of this is that

in the full Committee this question was raised by the Australian

delegate and it was left with the four countries named to consult

about it. Now there has been.no time to have what you might

call a committee meeting. I raised the question now because I

had found out by inquiry from some of the members .what the

scopeof these quote arrangements are, and they are very

limited. They are limited simply to moar. Nov- I am only

reporting that to this Committee for its information and we

have no recommendations as to what should be done about it,

so the question that arises is whether. since it involves a

preference, it should be dealt with by this Committee, or by

the Quantitative Restrictions Committee because it is a quota.
16.
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THE CHAIRMAN. Mr. COOMBE is not here, but personally I should say

it belongs to the Quantitative Restrictions Sub-Committee,

because in my opinion it is noting elsebut a quantitative

restriction, and let them deal with it, and if they cannot

deal with it let them refer it to us, but for the time being

I Would not liko to occupy much-needed time .with this memorand-

um at this point.

MR, ALAMILLA (Cuba): Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a general

remark in relation to this document. We have been going over

it, and with regard to the first six pages I would.only have

to offer a very few drafting modifications, but I am very much

afraid that if we start to road over this memorandum we are only

going to roopon every one of the questions :with which we have

been dealing at all our previous sittings, and that is not

going to serve any purpose. We have drafted .the Articles

and we have to stand by them, and I think the reopening of

the question now by reading all.these matters is only going to

complicate the situation and not to clear it up at all. I am

very much afraid of that. I do not oppose it if you rant to

go on with it, but I really suggest we should try only to

reach an agreement on some kind of procedure and leave all

these explanations to be given as subsequent explanations in

order that we all have a perfect picture. of what we have done,
instead of taking what we have already, with so much work,

agreed upon, and trying to interpret it as a kind of

supplementary Charter.

Mr. MCKINNON (Canada): Mr. Chairman, I have been waiting for an

opportunity to suggest, with all due respect.to the Chair, that

our discussion is ontirely out of order. we met to discuss

the Procedural Memorandum. we took four hours or three hours

off to read it, and I think we are thoroughly out of order.
However instead of making that point of order I would strongly

support the point of view put forward by the delegate of Cuba,

17.
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that we. should not attempt to go into very line and word of

this as if it :-was a now Charter, which it does not purport to

be. It is a paraphrase of the Charter, or of the main

provisions', kindly provided by the Rapporteur so that we did

not have to review the whole Charter, but leading to a

discussion purely on procedure.

THE CHAIRMAN: I entirely agree .w-ith you, Mr. McKinnon., The only

thing I asked for was general remarks on the first part, and

only then came the question of that new amendment from the

Joint Committee, which had a definite bearing on the memorandum

so we had to discuss that.

So if there are no other general remarks to be made this

can be left. I think perhaps before it is adopted the

language may have to be more in conformity with the Articles

;we have adopted, to prevent any misundersatandings, but I think

a closer reading will see to that,

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): I would not like to think that we had to

approve these six pages, because,then we should have to go

into every line but I think it should be considered only as

a memorand-am offered by the Rapporteur in order to clear our

minds. That is my suggestion.

MR. LEOUYER (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, I quite

agree .with what the. delegates for Cuba and Canada have said.

We are not here to approve this document. This is only an

instrument of work for our .Sub-Committee and it is not a

document .which later on will be submitted either to the

Preparatory Committee itself or toanother body, I think,

therefore we have to consider the procedure to be adopted,

in the subsequent negotiations. It is most interesting for. us

to read and consult this document, and if any particular.
delegation-has comments to present, let them..do it, but we

are not here to approve it formally.

18.
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THE CHAIRMAN: I only find one difficulty-here,gentlemen. We,

-when we go home, :will have to give our Governments an idea

of whatwilll go on in Genova, ,what we have to prepare our-

selves for and what willbe the rules governing these

negotiations. ,You cannot do that simply. on a report of a

Rapporteur which has not been approved by any Committee of

this Conference. I think they would say "That is all very

nice, and it .was a nice idea of Mr. Loddy's, but we. want to

know whether this is really the. procedure andwhether these

are really the .guiding rules which will be adopted'. I

think that is the difflculty. It is not so much the fire

part of it, but the second part of it. In my opinion we
must certainly reach agreement on that if possible, other-

wise I do' not know.where we will be in Geneva. I do: not

know what Mr. Hawkins' idea is?
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MR HAWKINS (USA): Mr Chairman, you have just expressed my ideas. It seems

to me that.you need. at least anoutline on agreed procedure, and that

it should not be only ideas or the Rapportour or of this sub-Committee

but of Committee Il and of the whole Preparatory' Cormmittee. The Propar-

atory Committee is going to take over this very difficult and complicated

task of negotiations, as I understand it will, and there should be agree-

ment as far in advance as possible as to what procedure is going to be

followed. Then countries can ,prepare accordingly. Now I recognize that

there are questions here which will be. difficult. to resolve; it may be

that we cannot, and have not the time, to resolve .allof them but I

should think we ought to try to resolve as many as we can.

MR VIDELA (Chile) Mr Chairman. I am not preared to give my approval to

this report, unless I am quite satisfied that the quotas are. going to

be elirmated.or are going to be negotiated. But I must say that I am,

quite satisfied -with the propartion of the report and I join in the

congratulations that have been offered to our Rapporteur because it is

a very clear and very comprohensive document. In that connection, I

wish to say that I fully agree with the Cuban delegate in regard to

accepting the drafting of the report, but not to approve it.

THE CHAIRMAN; Yes. I would like to have the views of other delegations

here because I do feel that it is very important the point that has

been raised. If we do not approve a document of this kind, may be

you will say, "Yes but. the more general remarks we make are with

reference to the Chapter"; but I think it has to be taken as a basic

document and. if there are any misunderstandings then the various

countries will bo able to deal with them But we know know exactly

when we go home whatwill be the. rules that will guide our negotiations

and also what we have. to prepare for. I think that is all we are here

for.

MR SHACKLE (UK)f) Mr.Chairran, I would like to say that I think this. sub,
Committee was set up for the express purpose of approving procedure - indeed,
that is its title - and I think that we should not have discharged our

20.
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task if we did not approve a document setting out the procedure which

we contemplated for the tariff. negotiations next spring.lt is very

necessary, in fact, that we should haveworkingrules agreed before we

go into thosenegotiations next spring otherwise, we shall not know

where we are; so that I think certainly so far as this paper; deals with

the modus operandi of, the negotitions it is very necessory that this

sub-committee- should approve it.

THE CHAIRMAN: Any other remarks?

MR ADARKAR (India.): Mr Chairman., I am sorry to take up the time of the

sub-Committee, Sir. This document falls into two parts, as you have

stated: the first five pages deal with general observations, and the

portion from page 6 onwards deals with rules to be observed in negotiations..~.

But even in the first five pages, Sir, certain points have been raised

which were intended. to be covered in this memorandum for the proper

understanding of Article 18,; for example, on page 2 you will find, Sir,

there are two paragraphs which deal with the procedure in the event

of failure to negotiate and machinery for carrying out procedure set

forth in (2) above. We were given assurances that the particular manner

in which paragraph 3 of Article 18 was to be interpreted for the purpose

of these negotiations was going to be explained in the memorandum, and

the explanation we find here; so that it is portions like this which are

of vital interest. Whatever the misunderstandings or misconceptions we

may carry in our mind in regard to Article 18, these portions will con-

tinue. That in one point, Sir, Secondly, in paragraph 2 of the Intro-

duction there are certain matters which are within the purview of other

committees. For instance, there is a statement here that Members of the

I.T.O. would undertake "to abandon generally theuse of quantitative

and exchange restrictions for protective purposes. That is a point

which is I understand being very hotly debated elsewhere, and on which

to my knowledge there -has not yet been any. agreement. Matters like this

could not properly be included here, and we are not competent to approve

of any portion which contains such statements.; The reason why I drew
21.
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your attention, Sir, to this discussion on page 2 of the procedure in

the event of failure to negotiate is because it was understand in the

course of our discussion of paragraph 3 of article 18 that the United

States representative would like the result of the negotiations next

spring to be taken as a standard with reference to our judging. as to

whether or not a. member had failed or had not failed to carry out his

commitments under paragrah 1. It was explained to us that the countries

which will be taking part in the spring negotiations represent a fair

cross-section of international trade and what they will agree should

be regarded. as fairly representative of countries in various stages of

development and therefore that should be taken as a guide on which to

decide whether or not a member has or has not failed to carry out his,,

commitments. That particuler idea I expeted to find incorporated. here.

It is not here. What is stated here is: "If a Member should fail to

carry out its commitment under 1. above, those countries which had carried

out such comitments by negotiating tariff agreements could be authorized

to withhold the benefits of such tariff agreemets from the non-complying

country." There is a singular reasoning involved here: that a country

should fail to carry out its commitment under 1. above has to be

interpreted in the light of paragraph 1 and paragraph 1 only; and it

is, therefore, all the more necessary that we should qualify this

explanation. But even then, when it is explained that the results of

the initial negotiations would set the standard for other countries,

even when it is explained that way, the principle night not be wholly

acceptable to the Indian delegation, because the point of view which they

have throughout been advocating is this, that the ability of a country

to offer tariff reductions should be judged largely, if not wholly,

by the zmzx±±z reference to the requirements of its own economy, and

what other countries have done cannot be regaded as a fair standard. The

standard should be not merely what other countries have done, but also

what the country itself can do, with due regard to the obligations it has

to its own population and the obligations it has to improve its own economic
conditions. 22.
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MR ALAMILLA (Cuba): I would like to make point on this, and may we

can avoid a discussion. We have been studying this memorandum as much

as we can in the fow hours that we have had, and we find that up .to

page 10 there are only interprotations of Articles that we have dealt

with herefor a long time and in regard tu which coach one of us has

exrplained his point of view and ideas, and we have drafted it in such

a way that they may be subject to interpretation in the future Now,

from page 10 on is when we really start with procedures. I believe

that we ought to do this: Nov that we have drafted the Articles, let

us leave the interpretation and lot us start on: page 10 and forget

all the rest; let us deal only with the rules of procedure and let us

study those rules of procedure. Then we come. to Miscelloneous Rules

of Guidance. I think that is a very modest title, but I think. after

that we come to somevery useful rules which we could really study

And try to reach Agreement on.

23.
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THECHAIRMAN:As a point of order has. been raised I must answer it.

To a great extent I agree with the-remarks of the Cuban dele-

gate, but we cannot forget that there were certain points on

which some delegatas made certain observations, and it is right

that viw should take due note of the remarks more. Therofore I

think the discussion we havehad . has been useful, but I do not

suggest that we read this paper novi paper by pafe and adopt

each clause. that was not the intention and we could not do it

after only a. few; hours study. I am quite prepared to leave

the discussion on the first pages now, but not permanently.

MR.ALAMILLA (Cuba): : May I rermark again that I do not

want to avoid discussion. The only thing is that reservations

have been made on those points which care under discussion. .All

the work has been done, and by redrafting this again in the way

of a memorandum merely means going back on our work. Therefore

I suggest we keep that part. we cannot approve it because, if

we did that,, we would have to go over it word by word and re-

open the discussion. Let us get on to the memorandum on

procedure and discuss it. The other part would be presenteed by

the Rapporteur. It is very useful and we can take it home and

study it, but this part on procedure is something on which we

should really take action in order to be useful to the future

negotiations.

THE CHAIRMAN: It still leaves the point raised by the Indian delegate

that he expected clarification of Article 18, and the position

of certain countries in this memorandum, and that point we cannot

skip. However, I think we have discussed it now and we must make

some headway, so perhaps we can now come to the second part

and perhaps the third part also of this memorandum which gives

miscellaneous rules of guidance for the coming negotiations.

We have three rules already. We ought to start from page 6

- 24 -
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because they are put in there. There is also some clarification

and elaboration of what is in the. draft Charter.

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): I am sorry, but I believe -

THE CHAIRMAN: May I continue for a moment? We can return to that

later on if need be. Do members feel able to study the mis-

cellanous rules of guidance and then come back to the first

pages of this memorandum later?

MR.ALAMILLA (Cuba): Very well.

MR. SHACKLE (U.K.): It seems to me that the matter on pages 6- 8,

and also 9 is very important, and it is essential that we should

get it clear because it interprisesa great deal of -a few senten-

ces in Article 13 which are by no means explisit in themselves.

In fact, as regards the first sentence of Article 18 (1) (b),

"All negotiated reductions in most-favored-nation import tariffs

shall operate automatically to rcduce or eliminate margins of

preference..." we left explicitly on the understanding that

we would first discuss this memorandum on procedure and then

return to that afterwards. So we cannot exempt ourselves from

discussing pages 6 - 8.MR.ALAMILLA (Cuba) I do not object.
THECHAIRMAN Then we will start with pages 6 - 10. Those pages are

now open for discussion.

SENOR VIDELLA (Chile): Is the quota. to be negotiated or

eliminated? If is is to be "eliminated", the word "automatic"

will. be redundant, but if "negotiated", I attach very great

importance to it. I think that is within the scope of this

discussion. I have here a note which says: "No sheep or

mutton or lamb shall be imported into the United Kingdom

except under a licence issued by the Board of Tade unless

accompanied by a cortificate in a form..

THE CHAIRMAN: I have taken note of your point, Mr. Videla, and you

are free to raise it at a later stage of the discussion.

-25-
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MR. SHACKLE(U.K.): The last paragraph but one on page 6 roads:

"The second rule to be followed in the negotiations is that

negotiated reductions in most-favored-nation rates of duty shall

operate automatically to reduce or elemminate margins of preferernce."

There is a point arising on that sentence. I think we ought to be

clear about the word "negoticated". If I understand this aright,

there are two ways in which most-favored-nation rates of duty

many be reduced. In the first place they may be reduced by direct

negotiation; in the second place, if a preferential

rate of duty on thesame commodity should be reduced then, in

virtue of the fact that the margins of preference must not be

increased, it will follow that the most-favored-nation rate is

brought down to the same. extent that the preferential rate is

brought down. That, so to speak, is an indirect way of reducing

the most-favored-nation rate. I take it that when here the word

"negotiated" is used, that refers only to the first meaning;

that is to say, the reduction by direct negotiation and not to

the indirect one. I would like to know whether the Rapporteur

thinks that is a correct interpretation. If so, I think we might

possibly slightly amend the wording to make the point clear.

THE RAPPOREUR: Yes, that is a correct interpretation.

MR. SHACKLE (U.K.): In that case, might I suggest a slight alter-

ation in the wording? that we knock out the word "negotiated"

in line 2 and make it read reductions in most-favored-nation

rates of duty where these are the result of direct negotiation",

and then continue as before.

THE CHAIRMAN Do you think that is agreeable?

THE RAPPORTEUR: Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN Then this amendment is adopted.

SENOR VIDELA (Chile): May I reserve my position?

THE CHAIRMAN: We take note of the. reservation of the Chilean delegate.

MR. SHACKLE (U.K.): I have one or two other questions to raise on

-26-
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this passage. My first question, which I would like to get clear,

is this: that although in a particular case a request a

modification of a preference will be made to the country which

gives the preference, it is the country enjoying tho preference

which stands to.lose; by the reduction of the preferential margin

and, consequently, it is entitled to be compensated for. that

reduction. that leads me to my second coint, which is that if

adequate compensation is not forthcoming, the country which enjoys

the preference is entitled to withhold consent, leaving the

country according it a straight choice between refusing, on the
one hand, to make a concession on the item and, on the other hand,

announcing the preference agreement with the other country, with

all the consequences that would entail. I would like to ask

whether that commends itself to the Rapporteur as a correct inter-

protation of how this process would work out"?

THE RAPPTEUR: I think that the provisions in. the Charter--answer

that point regarding the effect of prior international commit-

ments and negotiations. Who first rule was that prior inter-

national commitments shall not stand in the way of negotiations-

The second was that action resulting from the negotiations shall

be understood, to require either, the consent of the party to the

preferential agreements, or termination; of the preferential

agreement in accordance with its. terms. If. you have those two

principles, and follow them to a logical conclusion, you will

find that they have to be granted. or the preferences thrown out.

Just that, choice.

H. follows. - 27 -
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MR SHACKLE. (United Kingdom):. Thank you., I think that perhaps a point

which may not be entirely. cleared up in that way is the question: From

whom the compensation would be looked for? Would it be looked for from

the country which accords the preference or from the country which enjoys

it?

THE RAPPORTEUR: I wonder. if that is a point on which you can lay down a

rigid rule. "All countries concerned will be a part, to the multilateral

negotiations envisaged" I should think that would be a question that would

take care of itself, since every ccuntry would see exactly what it was

getting before it was expected to give .up what it had.

MR SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Yes, Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN: Are there any more questions to be asked or observations to be

made?

MR.ADARKAR (India) With regard to this rule that 'all reductions in most

favoured nation rates of duty where these are the result of direct

negotiations, shall operate automatically to reduce or eliminate margins

of preference": I have just one more cement to offer: the object of

these negotiations is to achieve a reduction or elimination of the existing

margins of preference. For this, two things are necessary: firstly,

that there should be some agreement with regard to the date with reference

to which it should be decided what the existing margins are. Secondly,

that those margins should be reduced. These I believe to be the only two

or the two most imoprtant things. On this basis, there are more than

one ways of achieving the reduction in the existing margin of preference.

We could, for example, take the rates existing on a"particular date, say

the lst July, 1939; the rates as given in this example happen to be 50

and 30. Then we could achieve a reduction in the preferential margin of

20, the difference between 50 and 30, by reducing the most-favoured.-nation

rate from 50 to 45 and the preferential rate from 30 to 28, the margin

being reduced, from 20 to 17. That is to say, the original margin was 20,

and that is the difference between 50 and 30. We now reduce the margin

from 50 to 45 and the preferential rate from 30 to 28. That is one way
28.
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of. reducing the margin, The other way of reducing the margin is that which is

suggested here by the Rapporteur, or which is. contemplated in the Draft Charter

of the United States Government; that is, when the most-favoured-nation

rate is reduced from 50 to 45, the margin should be automatically reduced to

the difference between 4.5 and 30. The original margin was 20. Now it is

reduced to 45 minus 30, which is 15. This is only one of the ways of reducing

the margin, I do not understand. why we should agree to this particular way

of reducing the margin, even, though it is likely to result in a greater

reduction in preferential margin than the first method which I described.

It may be that this will result in a greater reduction of preferential margins,

but is it not at least equly probable that the disadvantages involved in this

method may make it necessary for certain countries to be extremely cautious

in regard to the reductions they offer in the most-favoured-nation rate?

I think the method suggested in this subparagraph (a) .on page 6 is likely to

hamer the process of reductions of tariffs more than the method suggested

by me; that is to say, all that we insist on is that preferences resulting

from' the negotiations should .be'sna).ler -than the preferences existing at a

particular date. We shall than have fully complied with the commitment which

is implied in the Charter, namely, that we should negotiate for a reduction

in the margin of preferencee '

THE CHARMAN: That point was left open when :we discussed it in the first

discusssion on l8 Article 18. It is right for any Delegate to raise the point

now. 'I would invite the observations of other Delegates to this point'.

We have to choose between two systems with regard to the elimination or

reduction of preferential rates. and here I would like the advice and comments

of Mr. Hawkins.

MR HAWKINS (U.S.A .): If I understood the point correctly the method used

. by.the Indian Delegate in his illustration would result in a reduction of the

preference from 20 to 17; whereas under the autmatic rule it would be

only 15 and of, course that difference is an important consideration the

preference issmaller under the automatic rule than under the other, and that
29,
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is the purpose of it.

MR ADARKAR (India): May I explainthe point a little further?.

If, in the example which I have given, the most-favoured-nation rate

would be reduced to 45 only and not below 45, then the country giving

the preference cannot possibly consider a request from the country which

at present enjoys the preference to reduce the proferential rate below 30,

because if it reduces the rate below 30, if it reduces the rate to;28-

then it can keep the most-favoured-nation rate not at 45 but must keep it

at 28 plus 15; that is 43. It will make it impossible. for the contry

to offer any reduction to the country enjoying thepreferences, and to that

extent,will hamper:the.expansion of trade if by a natural flow of trade there

are prospects of trade development between the countries which are at present

joined together by a preferential. arrangement.

I.fs. 30.
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THECHAIRMAN: The idea of the drafters of the American Charter was that

everything that was done. should tend to eliminate preference, and the

preferential rata would in no case be decreased again so as to get a

smaller margin of difference between the most-favourod.-nation rate

and the proforential rate. That was tho idea of the American Charter,

and we norw have to choose between two systems - or in any case, make our

position clear. No doubt countries not enjoying the proferential system

would like that system eliminatedas soon as possible, but that is not

the point here. We ought here to invite the views of these countries

having preferential systar.ts, namely, Mr.. Shackle and Mr. McKinnon, and

perhaps Cuba.

MR. SHACILE (Unitod Kincd.lo): Our undorstandinC in this matter was that if

in thc first nogatiations, let us say, theSprinrz neotiations, a

reduction has been made fromsay, a most-favoured-nation rata of 50 to

45, and the preferential rate is supposed to remain at 30 - for tho

purposes of the example - you then have a preference margin of 20 which

has bean narrowed to 15. Our understanding is that that would not prevent

subsequent no(;otiations for the reduction of tho lprcfronti.iJl rata ta sor.

lower figure - let us say SO. But if so the r.most-favouroci-nation rata

would automatically, as it were, have to be brought down in ordai ta

*keep the reduced preforenco margin of 15. Tho most-favoured-nation.

rate would automatically have to come dawn from 4.5 to 35. -.i I riht

in understanding that to be the contention?

THE CHAIRMANS Yes. The Indian Delegate proposes a different system

where you reduce the margin of preference but nat sa riuch as with tho

system proposed, by the clrafters of the àanorican Charter.

IL ADRKAR (India): May I say, in ordor ta av6;id r:dsunderstan.iiLr,, that

it is not my intention to propose a system the effect of which will be

necessarily a lesser reduction of the proferential margin then would

be the case under the Amrerican formula. My intention is to keep the two.

objects distinct. One object is to reduce tariffs - to rationalise

tariff so to speak, to bring them to a lower level so as to increase
31.
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consumption not to produce protection. The other object is to

reduce the extent of inevitable discrimination. These two objects could
be kept distinct by the process which I described. It is quite

possible for a country to say, "I will offer a reduction from 20% to 17

but leaveit to me, or to negotiations as to how to Sivc cftact to it."

It uay bc thnt this particular plan suits it best, ncincly, to partly

reduce the iprefcrentircl rate,ancl to partly roc.ucc the iiost-favoured-nation

rate. \Ihy should wo compcl a country in tht position to subscrioc to

this particular rulo, that very ti:L: it offors any reduction in th,

most-favoured-nation rate it hàs, by that v¢ry process, agreed to a

particular margin? The agreement to reduce any margin shoulcl not bc a

by-procluct of this agreement to reduce the rmast-favourec-nat-.cn rate ta

a particular level..

NlI..HLIKNS (United States): I think probably the clifforcnce in viewpoints

here arises £rom one statcmont which was rnlade. It is possible, of

course, to kecp the preferential nmrgin distinct from the most-favoured-

nation rate; but it is very difficult to find cases in which thero is not

a double interest in neCotiatin;g that most-?avoured-nation rate. The

purpose ordinarily is to agrce a protection in tho home arlacet, and ta

recluce the preferential marginn: in favour or a third country. Novw, if you

do not Pollow the rulc that the reduction in the most-favoured-nation

rate automatically operates te roduco or elim.inate the Droerential

martin the-cfeot thon becomes as PollGWS: the country negotiates a

Most-favoured-nation rate dovmnwards, and later on the country concerned

reduces the preferential rate and thereby tonds te impaire - it coulcl even

destroy the value of the: production in the most-favourod-nation rate.

MR. lDAIUCKAR (India): liould you explain that further? ,iould not the

situation in which the margin is reduced from 20,, te 17,J bo better than one

in which the margin remains 20,;?

MR. HKOEMINS (United States): Se far'as the country that is negotiation the

most-favoured-nation rate is concerned it may result in a very material

impairment.of his concession if that preference is widened.
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MR. ADARKAR (India): It is not widened.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): I thought you said -there was a further
reduction in. the preferencial rate.

MR.ADARKAR(India): It is not widened

1-1. S;i,-lCNS (United States): If' thorax is no *;idcnin,~ o:2 thc 'irrcf'arcntirtl

. LA. i~flÀi'.KR (Inaia): It vwill 'I, raduc'cl,

TL';' CHIiM'L.N: Thora is a narroviin: of' tho m.iar(:in, but not so nuch as i:E

ia adopted thc Anorican rulo. vir. 14cKinnon, hava you any vicas on that?

i McKINNON (Canada): No, I hava nto1hinr, ta _dcl ta what I hava said Sa

r.iany tir.mas in thc corxiittac. iîtr. Shacklc aslad Mir. Lo.cly t:o questions,

]iiiercly as a matter of intcrprotatiun, and liir, Lodcly's answiors wVra

prociscly those I should. hava 2.,ivan loysalf';asod upon ivy intareratation

of the Chartcir as wva ariondod it in coni;iittec. I quitc ap-reeci.ata the

point of viwvi of the Inclian Dlcf;al tc. Tho rocluction of marginal

preforrance inay be achicvcd in diffaront vrays. Ls I uncÜbrstand himn, ha

is attoanltinï ta put on tho onc hancl the nca;otiations on the riargins of

pr*feranoa jar se anc. on tha o;thr ncgctiations in respect of thc ratas of

c.uty. la hava nothing to add. .. sugGestcal several times in full

Cor.'ittee that wc should prefer to scç:a tha word automaticallyl" out.

There was sor.te sup,.ort for that at tha tinc, ancl I can only intarprot tho

rcr.arks of the Inilian Daloteta - and, ta sonar oztont, thosc of lIr. Shackle

- as again advancing reasons wrhy it mij-t lha Ctcsirablc that tha word

"automatically" shouldého rcr.îovel frow. thc provision.

TH3 CHLMAN: This is an important chance of thcaprefarcnca system, and

'therelforo I must hear the views of thc ;,norican Dolagata in order 'to noc

whether we can reach agreement on this point, or whether we will have a

disagreement which would; be a pity.

33
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Mr. HAWKINS (United States): I hesitate to very dometic on a point

but I see a difficulty there. The effectof taking out the word

"automatically" will be to result in smaller reduction or margins. The

Inclian Dolccatc' s loinit is iiorjtortcXnt, bocauce thorc coulc'. io a ru:-.uction

ofr i.uLtrïin without it; Ithinl; it ;will bo slualler, lbut it vill cqwratu.
li.-I1UNNON (Canada): On that ï:iinht, I ni ht aCd. that i-baCily woul1l

havae hoccn tho casa in nZc,çtiations of thc tyoc th.t wc in tho Canaclian

Delegation thought were o'zisrvocby the original Charter in its draft

form

J fols 34.
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You may remember that at one meeting last week the question was put to Mr.

Hawkins as to whether it was possible or probable that these negotiations

would besimultaneous, that is to say, affecting not only the most favoured

nation rates but possibly affecting the preferential rates of duty. Mr
-: lawins replied that ho sam no reason wvhy they should not., I simultaneous,

and quite pessiboly iIlany c thoil wouldcla. l o foeel thr.t if there are to
members

*lbe sirmultancous negotiations all the' way round the circle, b2tweeh/not only

inrQsect of' iost favoured nation rates but also in respect of preferen-

tial rats, the force of the %word "automaticaoyy" is largelylessened, and

i.t ,lnay not always operate automatically if ve are to have completely

siultaneouu; rcgotiations.

.R. iZ"A(1i2. (India): I certainly endorse the roiiax'ks just trade by the Delegatc
of Canada, that if the neGotiations are to lbe 3iitultancous .the word "auto-

rati.ally" viould ncît only be superfluous, Ït would be rather inrconriruous,

because if every reduction in the prçferential a.rmin is te receive the

consent of tnd approval oi' the'country .ihichl is at prea¢ent enjoyinL the

margin, i.aich is certainly the i.plioation of the first rule, thon the

vord *"autoiïiatica.ly" has no significance at all.

iî.R. i.'C.iNrJON (Canada): Perhaps I should have added that the reason I said

that noGotiations muat now prestunally be sii.1ultaneous Etrisos frcra the fact

that in the draft Chartor as wo first saY it vwhen the mzatings started.

aach country had co1.l.lcte frcodor.4 te negotiate, As tho Article has noew

been wiicnded it is clearly contc&.il)lated venr laid down that each country

nc.otiatinS muat seek the permission of othor parties interested buofore

it can negotiated the mnarLins. That,is, nagotiato in mz final sonse. Tharc-

fore the r;:sult of that aoeno-drant is to iiiakc tho negotiations nuoosscXilY

simultaneous. It will involve a series of vcry coieplicated negotiations

with the result, as I say, *that the word- "!autoiiatically" mmy not nove

çperate automatically, if I ma-y put it that wayi-

MR.GUERRA (Cuba): I want to add another observation to that, think also

that the word "automatically" had other. importance in that the draft

-5 -
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Charter as we first saw it did not contemplate the possibility of any

preferential rate remaining in force after the negotiations. Now that

the Article has been amended, it is possible, although the object is to

reduce or eliminate them, that some preferences will remain after the

negotiations which will not lie subject tu the operation of' Article 18.

In that case, if so:uc porcforonces artu possible, I think the wor.

"automatically" loses iL.Portance, bocauso it will not operate in any vway

aCainst those preforences roi.,.aining after the negotiations.

l'R. IALUINS (United States): I do not think the Article contcaéplates that

tho first sot cf negotiations, next Sprin-, doalinj viith tariffs and

preferences will b1e the only oncs. It is concelvable that somi:e pro-

forences rany stand for quito a lonG tiste, but wo should always kceep open

the possibility that, they rmay not. In other wordss it is net only Just

onc process that is inrvolvod hore; ovfik tho years thero amay be fr'oquenS
hogotiations on this subject.'

THE Rij?'ORTEUR: I wonder whether Lhr. 1%icinnon' a interpretation of' the

Charter is entirely correct in regard to prior international coiïauitrients?

It scci.es to me that the statement does say that prior international con-

Uitr.ents shall not stand in the way of negotiations.

1:,iI:;CXININON (Canada): The Charter made it action, not neLotiations.

THE RIJPORTEUï: The one vie agreed on i.iade it negotiation, which woulà mean

that if the Margins are te be insisted upon by ite. negotiation that

would tend to defeat that prineiplc.

!MICKINNO01 (Canada): You rc-,c;.JDer that in the Co:%mittee net only ats

thc lsord changed fro:il"action" te negotiationo" but thére was a very

considerable addition to the sentence whichh had' the effect of r.iaking

necessary situltanèous negotiations. 1'ithin the Charxter, thore ought te

be negotiations in respect of preferences.

TIIE CHLI1IUff: I think thore ij still confusion in this question. If WOv

read this paragraph through we sec, in the version Ls it is hore in the

Charter, references to the automatic reduction of preferences together

with the most favoured nation rate. There is a definite proposal now
-36-
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by the Delegate of India to separate these two things and keep the

obligation toeliminate or reduce the margins of preference in the Spring

negotiations, whether we negotiate only preferential rates or whether we

negotiate most favoured nation rates but the principles should be that the

margin of preference should. be reduced but here again one cannot use the

word '"autoluatically"' in the sai-e way as you would reduce tho iuost fàvoured

nation rato. This is a definite proposal haro on which wo ougit to give our

views and try to reach a d.ecisioh4 I have not heard fro. Mnr. i.KclUiinon

and iri Shackle and other delegates uhethor thoy support the Indian pro-

posal or not.

iiM. SwtCiG.UE (United KUngdoi.i» I should rather lilce td £et a clarifiacation of

the wording of 'xrticle 18 (1)(a) in view of lvhat the Rapporteur has soid.

The wording as it nomv stands in the draft, I think, is this:

"Prior international eoru.biitïients shali. not stand in the way of nego-
tiations with'respect to tarif±i preferences, it being understood that
action resulting frou such negotiations shall not roquire the nodifi-
cation of existing international obligations except by agreement
beetween the contracting parties or, failing that, by termination
theroof in; accordance with the ten-is of such obligations."

I think, as regards thc first part of the sentence, "cori;i.iiti.ients shall not

stand in the way of n-eatiations", it is.porfe6tly.clear that that alans

that the r.-erc fact that prior international. ecmrnit.ients exist shall not

be taken by a country as a reason for sayin, it will not negotiate. Then

we come to the second part, "it-being understood that action resulting

from. such negotiations shall not require the modification of existing

international obligations except by agreelment..." and so on.

. .
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Well, as regards that it seems to me that that probably

should be takon to moan that the country which enjoys a prefer-

ence - if it is a bound preference at least - has the right to

say that it does approve or not approve a particular reduction.

It is true that it ought not to, as it were unreasonably with-

hold its consent having regard to the general term of the

bargain offered to it otherwise, but that it has subjectto

that, the right to say that it does or does not approve a

particular reduction or degree of reduction. Am I right in

thinking that that ie t'ie correct interpretation of that

sentence in tlhe vie'à 0f the Rapporteur?

THE RAPPORTEUR: I think that is right. It ':nuld have to, because

the result of the negotlatioris as a iTholo 7,ould need either to

obtain the appzcval of the country, or, failing that, the

obligations would d have to be terminated But my point r.as not

on that. It v'as on the question' of applying that rule on a

product by product basi6 in particular negotiations .throughout,

rather than having a review of the rosulte of the rregotiations

in the light rf tho advantages to be gained.

MR. SHAOKLi (United..Kingdom): Yes.

MR. ALAMILLA (Ouba): Mr. Chairman, I saynagain that rre are coming

back to all our previous discussions. I did not rant to go back

to page 6 or to start ..ith page 10, but I am not going to prase

the point any morc... I say that I dc nct see that there iB any

difference botrreon negotiating in one vray or in the other. I

beliçva that re have aieared the point perfectly. We are going

to conme to the negotiations. A nation ma' have a prefGrenoe tc

put rver the table to negotiate. Ancther nation may have a

tariff to put over the table to negotiate. They all negotiate.

On that nogotiation betlveen trvo specific countries it happens

that one country consider that it must reduce the tariff of a

third country. Then it calls this third country and say "I rant

38.
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to reduce this preference which you have, and thereforewillyoucometothenegotiationsandletusallbetogetherhere."Thatnationwouldsay"yes, here is my preference also to negotiate", but do not

tion has to get a

price for/putting its preference on tho table, just the same

on the table. Onoc they are all there, it may happen that

this nation rnay say "The price is not enough' j, and then the

nation that v!ants to reduce The preferences or eliminate them,

If the negotiations do not succeed has a clear vray out, and

he canes \under the appropriate clauses. I think this is

absolutely clear and I do not knor, rrhy vie have to come back'

again to the same problem,

THE CIAIFAI':1. But it still leaves the point of the Indian

delegate, and I have to turn to that again.

MR. McKINIZON (Canada): Vould you tell us the point of the delegate

of India?

THE CHAIRMAN1: The point is this. If you have a most-favoured-

nation rate oe4O and a proforential rate of 30, and you agree

to lover the most-favoured-nation to 35, t'he preferential rate

at the same time cannot be altered more thah 5.

MR. McKINNON (Canada) : Under the .-ord "autorpatically" the prefer-

ential rats mrhust étay ."here it 7as.

THE OHAIRMAN: The Indian delegate rrants to have it in this way,

that first-you can negotiate to bring dovtn the most-favourod-

nation rate to 35, and thon you can also in another agreement'

bring doren the preferential rate to 28. Then the margin viould

bc 7, and not 5, as in thèe Ancrican proposal.

MR. MoKIN\i'ON (Oanada).."» Just on thc rord automaticàlly", I. vould

like to state again in a fer: ''ords tho Canadian position. We

v:euld prefer to sec the v:ord "automatically" removed.

THE OHAIRMAN: We knoev the complications vihen vie remove it.

MR. McKINN~JON (Canada): Well, ;re actually made a motion to that
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effect at one meeting of the Committee, but it was not

carried. If the ord "automatically" were removed the

Indian delegate's arithmetic would be correct and we could

proced. along.the lines'he suggests, but as long as the word

"automatical:ly" is there ho is prècluded from doing -".hat ho

17ould like to do,

THE QHAIMii';iL: Gentlemen, the question is again put, r.ill Vre

delete the .-.ord l'automatically" or not? Tho Indian delegate

is in favour .of that, I imagine. The Cuban delegate?.

MR, ALA1ILLA (Cuba):. I;o are 'illing to doloto it. ;.o do n-iot

sc.p any.problom in- doing sr.

MR..LECUY'R (France): Ycs..

MR, MrcKIiïTl0Ol (Canada): *Yes.

MR, HA..XTS (United States) : .eprefer to retain it.

MR. SHACKLE. (United Kingdori): I havoc a point I v,;ould like to

make on this. I. am not to bu understood as pressing :for. thc

deletion of the sord automaticallyly, but it nevortholoss

does seem to mc that it may ir practice be found to have

the effect of limitin- the scopo of tha nogotiations and

actually, bv anid largo, of producing les reductions than

if it voro there. That is my feeling. IT is rather hard

te make any sort of quantitative estimate, but I feel that

in gQneral the effect' of this -ord "wa.tomaticnlly"1 may bo

somewhat to limit the scope and result of thc negotiate ona,

but I rvuld not press any suggestion to remove it.

MR. McKINWOIK (Canada): We are in the saine position. We are not

pressing it, but we quite agree -ith Mr. Shackle that the

retention of the word -';autornatically' mnay linit tho scope of

the negotiations and tighten the. negotiations, 0f I may use

that .word.

MR, alamilla (Cuba): we are in exactly the same position.

40.
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THE CHAIRMAN: So I think the only one who proposes to retain it

is Mr. Hawkins, and I think he is a very important partner

in those negotiations.'

MR. VIDELA (Chile): And I support the United States delogate,

THE CHAIRMAN: So we have two in the other camp now

MR. HAKXINS (United States): I think all you oan do in the

oircunstances is to lot it stand this r:ay, .4ith a report

explaining these complicated arithmetical illustrations to

the full Oommitteo,

THE CHLIRMAI'I: Yos, but I only .rant to say one thing, that if

rva viould leave out tho r ord llautomatioallyI, those examples

v!ould then be revised.

MR. ALAAMILLA (Cuba): With regard to the examples, Mr. Chairman,
I wouldd like to say that the examples are not necesar,' y

right, because the vray I understand this thing, it does not

matter rho proceeds to negotiate first. Therefore, I think

these differences that are made if one negotiates firet or

second do not mean anything at all, because ':hen I tart to

negotiate and I have a binding international obligation, I

have to conclude that obligation first if it is in the ray of

the other negotiations. Therefore, I do not care who

negotiates first, and what I would say of the examples is

this: it does not matter v!ho negotiates first, because if

thore is a binding obligation that obligation has to bc agreed

upon or eliminated. So I will skip two pages and strike out

the two examples.

MR. ADHUXAR (India): Mr. Loddy gavc an explanation to Mor. Shaokle,

:.that overy reduction in the proforential margin hnvlng to

receive the approvaal of' the country enjoying the preference

would not apply to negotiations in respect of individual
products.

41.
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MR. McKINNON (Canada): Oh, yes.
MR. ADARKAR (India): But only -to the results of the

negotiations takon as a whole. Was that. your

explanation?

MR. HAWKINS (USA). Yes

42.
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MR HAWKINS (USA): Yes.

MR ADARKAR (India): Tho negotiations are being conducted simultaneously,

and I suppose these other considerations would go on.

THE RAPPORTEIR: I had thought that Mr McKinnon was reforming to a case

where a. proferencc-granting country was coanror.tca vrith a request for

a reduction in the r.iost-f:.xvourod-nation rate acl a simnultancous roqucst

foioa reduction in thc prfrorantiu. rata. That request was not made for

the purpose of preserving the rmargin of preference, 'which might othar-

wise be reduced or elir.Linated, but for the purpose of reducing thc

protection in the hoane rnMrket. That was the kind of sir.ultaneous

negotiations I thought wevrcr talking about.

!.OE MoKINNON (Canada): Not necessarily - it could bc that, though.
MR iZ MRX.R (India): The other object of conducting the negotiations

simultaneously rmcy be ta Zivo thc country at present enjoying a proferenco

rn opportunity of watching its own intarosts, and in that case tho consent

of the country enjoying thc proferance would have to bo talcen o'n a znore

or less product-by-product basis. If there; is no tgreeinont thon n vcry

difficult situation vrill arisc. Tha country which is giving tha prcfr-

ence vrould ha:e to dechda vwhhothar it should àbrogatc the viholc of the

agreement vrhich it has vrith the country enjoying the prcfcrance, or

w;hather it should just clisvappoint thc county *rhich is asking for the

reduction in the margin uf preference.

THE RS.PORTEUR: I think that thore is a very grcat mechanicn.1 difioulty

irrvolved in that process that you arc enviiaging in thc negoti. tiohs, and

that is this question as ta whlether the country enjoying thc jtcference

will agree ta its reduction or cliriin-mtioki; Jrhat vrill dpend upon vihat

country obtains from sor. othar country in tie negotiations as a vrhole.

Therefore, it seems clear that the country must be froc ta go ahead on

'a conditional basis until they .see havr the negotiations are coming out.

Then, to be sure, you must have a careful review of what the affect is,

and such a review must necessarily involve an examination of the products

affected. But my point was simply that if, before offering any country
43.
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a reduction in tho most-favoured-nation rate, which would reduce or

eliminate the margin of preference in each case, you obtained the

consent of someofthe the countrics enjoying thc proforonco, it soer.is

to r.o you vrill novor got anyvhoroa, bccausO tho country enjoying the

proforenoc vrill not bc :blo to giv¢ its ceonsont on the orncmorandum until

it finds v;hcther thc country wvhich originally roqucstod tho reduction in

tho nost-favourod-nation rate vîrs doing sor.w thing f.or hin, and the stage

in the. negotiations bright not have bcon roachod. where he can toll that.

Thoroforo, I should thin'c thrtt thc negotiations vrould proceed with some

freedom until enough progress had been made to see whether the results

were Justifiable.

Mr adarkar (India): That would certainly bec concodcd. The country enjoying

the proforence would not bc procludod from, particip;:ting in the dis-

oussion.

THEPuIf PORTEUR.: No.

MR \LItILLA (Ouba): I just vuant to rofor to this because I think you

start herc Nvith certain details vwhich I think %vill act us into a lot

of tzvubloi Thcrofore I greatly profor. the d.olotion af ll these

details and that vr should jgst road through tho cxsilcs and tance the

principle of thc thing, which I boliovc is vcry clear L,.nd very simple,

In Yr, opinion, vihich at onc tire I thought vas ,Zrcvoiling, it doos not

rmoitter vrho starts the ncçotiations. *e should not rtrlcc distinctions as

te vrhother this onc starts first or th.lt ono. Tilat does not r.=ttor,

because the countries conocrncd might think that if thcy started firat

or if th4y started second so-mlthing right hayocn to alter the position.

That is vwhy I would. lilce to havoc fror.i this p:Dge 7 up to thc lettcr C on

page 9 completely talJcen out of thc document, to be substituted by the

goneral statement to be set out in clear lucid English, of the position I

have boen trying te set out in those discussions.

the chairman The Rapportour will answer that.

The rapporteur: The only reason for the olaborate illustrations and

explanations as to what would happen under the rule was because I think
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the Australian delegation and some others requested such an explanation

to be put in the procedures memorandum before they gave finalapproval

to the rule in the Charter. That is the only reason for that If it

were generally accepted that the rule is desirable, I do not see any

reason why all of this material in the procedure memorandum should not

bc climinatead and replaced by a short :md sirmple àtate:.nt.

MR McKINNON (Canadat):Dc iné the viord 'automatically"?

THE RAPPORTEUR: No, rotoining t-hu wrd "%utona.tically."

MR XcKINNON (Canada): We have taon s,)ncing z litt uf tii.z on 'r Loddy's

draft and his perfectly correct illustrations in regard to vihat I might

call the arithmetical working of the rulc. But îic have now,.-tva.ndorad vary

deeply into a different subject altogether, namcly, that wc change the

rule. If there is general .;grecr.ient around this tabla, I thinc that it

would be dosirablo ta havc the rula changod by dcletinr the Yerd "auto-

matioclly.` But, as I understand it, tho United States delocate faeals

ho has ta record his dissent on that point.

MR HAWKINS (USA.): That is correct.

MR NLMIILLit (Cuba): M7y I offor an explanation of' what I thought also

the word "autorna.ticolly" meant? Th;.t once a reduction Wlas made in a-na

item, it vwas applied autor;w.ticlly ta everybody alse in thc negotiations.

That is why I do not abject to it. I think that if I give in regard to

a specific product sorie reduction in tariffs or in preferences, that

which I give ta one country has ta bc giSven automaticJ.ly ta ril countries.

THE CHAIPMAN: Novw, Gentlimen, I think that we arc just in this difficulty

with regard ta the rulc ta be ,iied. Thorc is novf a difference of

opinion, and Mr Hawkins has suggcatud that it would bc simpler ta lcave it

to the main Corumittec ta decide on thca iule; but I think that if he is

not able to give his consent no;r ho vrill not be able ta do so in the main

Committee, unbss ho has sore time to reflect upon it. In regard to this

memorandum, there are two possible waysin which we0might reach agreement

in Geneva before we start our negotiations, and I think that would be the

only way to deal with it, to have a main rule on common negotiartions. But
45.
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it because without a. rule we do not know where we are.I think that

is tho only possible toa deal with it at thei.-or.rint, th:.t r:c, should

hr.vc c1l thoso rulon vrorlcodt out, ,-xnd thon thc choice vrill h.ivo toe bo

1.uc.de in Geneva 'about vmhich systero to rfdopt.

14R HIi.L0WKIiq (USA): iAnd if it is not po3siblo to roach soi0io conclusion,

boiorc, hero .lay bc othoropp)cart-uhitics or discussinS'it.
T1D3 AIiI.Ji1N:I nM glad ta lcx.vo tho point opon, thea. Thivro ;oe e'lso

ri1l those oxomploc, bccn.uso thcy -.5nlyonl t:jnc rulo omd not to the

other rule. Then it all dependsonwhatan agreementwereachalter on.

I wouldskip that for the moment and come thento the other rules that

are in this part of the paper,

M. fols.
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a few points on pages 8 and 9. before we leave. the,. First of all

on page 8, line 3, the figure 10 should read 20.

THE CHAIRMAN:That is right,

1SR. SHILCKLE (U.)K.) Lt thc fbot of tho sac pagc, thc fifth linc fra:i

the end.' 'lhe sontunoc in qucs1Aion roadz: "thc country granting

tho prcfcronco should do so only if it is prparocd to conuiicr,

on its merits, and apart froii1 thc effect on thc preferonco, a

lator request for a reduction iii tho moct-.favore.d-nation rate."

It is my feeling that thc worc's "and apart from the effect on

the proferonco" wvoulc bc better omitted.' Tho reason is bpoausu

very o±Nton the object of the rcqucst will bc a reduction of thc

proforence, If the offcct on thc prafcronec is. to bc: morc or

luss ignored, .hMt would deprive th(, country. affected by. tho

reduction of the preforonco of o say in tllC noagotiatiotis, vihich

I think would not bc right. For that reason I suggest that we

tako out tho:;c words "and apart froin the effct on the prefcrenco".

I do not k-how wrhothor thc Rapportcur vrould like to discuss th;t

point novf, or whcthor I should proceed to sny third point?

'1:XCIIR..;Z: Proceedl.-:

il{. SA-ICKIE (U.,.): My third point is this, at the tope orop»ae 9,

which reads: "the country grantinL; thc profcronco should not

rosist agranting a reduction in the most-favorcd-nation ratu

solely in order to maintain a margin of proforence and apart

from tho dff'tsct on domncstic industry.' I thinlc it would bo

better to substitute for tho vrords resistt granting" (in the

second line) the words refusee to entor iàto.negotiations for".

Otherviise it soerils io me that the rights of, tho country enjoying

preference would bc ovor-riddon.

the chairman are there any othor remarks with regard to.these, pages?

mradarkar (india): There is one point of clarification I would like

to raise on page 9, line 12 of (c) which starts '.

'4.7
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"Also, the rule would not prevent county .. from requesting, or

country B from granting , a reduction of the margin if preference

greater than that resulting from the negotiated, reduction.......

....bring tho maargin of proforonce down to l0per cont -

that is to scy, fro.n 50 te 40,Whcn tho prercrential ra.tu is 30,

the reduction in the most-f'avorodnc-tion rate from 50 to 4.0

vould autoia ical.y reduce thlc margin of preference fron 20 -

10, and thon it <ocs on- "and might also acgroe that the

margin should ncverthdlu;.s not czclccd 5 per ent." ,o is il

contemplated that effoct should bc given to that by increasing

the profcrential rab fro.i 30 - 35?

'2'HE M.;PiUTUR: Not necessarily; t.iat could bc left tp the countries

concerned. Thore i5 a double interest. You have in thG most-

favorcd-nation rate an imtcrest in getting the maximum rate

which is dcsigncd to increase airports into the country granting

the preference. You have a furi;her reduction windir the pre-

feronco than would result throuCh thc. reduction of the most-

favored-nation rate. The furthQr reduction of the preference

te 5 per cent could bc achieved either by a furthc4r unilateral

reduction in the inost-favorcd-nation rate, which coUld be

later brought back without violating maximum most-favored-

I\ nation co.rnitments, or by rasing the prcfrential rate by

something in between.

lmR. iMARMU2 (India): Thon\it.' i! contenplated that 3sem o? the

| ost-favored-nation rates moy no£ bc bincling? A country mal

agree to a reduction in the tâargin fra.i, say, 20 to 10, or

froe 20 - 5 but may net bind itself with mgard to the actual

rates?

the rapporteur there is no reuirescient in the rules to prevent that.

the chairmanN I thout ht that at an earlier stUrc it was said that

you should never do it by raising the preferential rate.

mr mackinnon (Canada): 'there is nothing clefinite to that offuct.

-4.8-
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MR. McKINNON (Canada): The general working out of the rule would

usually work the other way, but it is not precluded.

SENOR ALAMILLA (Cuba.): WE are not discussing, examples now? This

is simply an illustration.

THE CHAIRMAN: It is simply to find out whether it is allowed or not.

THE RAPPORTEUR: It was just to make it clear that this rule does not

prevent that.

SENOR LId.LMILL. (Cuba): Whero are we st-rtinE; from on pago 8.

M Cfli.LIRLtLN: 'l'ho second and th¢ third rules.

SENOR 4.LiMILLL (Cub.): But I thought 2fr. Shackle referred to the

first one on page 8.

IR. MuKINNON (Canda): Everythirig fror, tire start of rule 2 to the

foot of page 9 relates to rule 2. Thore is not much profit in

discussing our Rapporteur's comraents on rule 2 v;hcin the stage we

have reached is that vr gSnerally favour a revision of rule 2,

s0, supporting the Cuban delegate, I v*ould like to suggust that

vw go on to thc consideration of rule 3 at the foot of page 9.

TIB CHW.II~L.N: Ihave only one question to ask. It is in connection

with pagC '.O, at the end of the first paragraph, wherc we status

we woUI.' e "entitled to expect the reduction cf a 'high' tarifff.

Should r sry "be entitled to"?

MR. MICKINNON (..,tada): 'hat viould change the sons.

TIECHi.IEIhN: But "to expect" is a little different.

MIR. MoKlNNON (Canada): I am supporting your point, Mr. Chairitnan.

TH1E CHLIRMlN: Vie then come to rniscellancous rules of' guidance.

It is nowv 7 o'clock. Whon would members like thoir dinner?

Mf'ter soine discussion as to whether
the Committee should meet aitain aftor
dinner, or ad,1o-rn until Sunday aiorning,
the ChairMan adjourned the meeting; until
Sunday, 177th Novoriber at 11 a, m.

The meeting rose at 7.10. .p.n.
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THE CHAIRMAN: The meeting is open. I. think we have covered the form of

the tariff schedules, so that now have, to discuss the status of preference

tial rates of duty.

MR MCKINNON (Canada): To open the discussion I would refer to the last lino

in paragraph 1, There appear to be two methods which night bc followed: the

firet method provides that

"Tho prefercitia. rates still rcm.aining might to incorporated in thc
rmultilateral schcd.ules, qualified by the rcquiret.ient that they apply
only to the products of the countries rôcuiving proforrad troataent."

The second is:

"The proferential rates still rmiaaining z.Li£ht be incorporated in separate
schedules which viould ap)ly only to the preferred countr.cos."

The Rapportour'scoai.i.ent is that except inr cases where olainistrative consider-

ations make this impracticable, it is believed preferable to follow the first

of the two rmethoas indicated, a sinrile schedule containing both the raost

favoured nation rate and the proferortial rate would seeir to facilitate the

work of both traders and goverr.aentz. As a :.:atter of the r.îeaning of wvords,

I was not sure what the Rapporteur rant there by traders - you nean the

trade a.ter its conclusion, as an easyiamans of reference to the rats?

THE RPMRTEUR: It is just a rmethol cf prcsntation, sc that you can sce what

ïr thuro.

vR. XCKINNON (CANADN): FrP.r our point of view wc should much profer to show the

ost Ravoured nation rate in the schedules, ayl the proferential' rates would

be shown in schedules relative to the countries cxncerncd in the preferential

areas.

THECHEJRdLN: You would favour the second tnethod?

IVR. C1CKINNON (Canada): Yes.

THE CH&IRifiN: What is the opinion of the United Kirldera D.legate?

UR. SHUCRE (United Kingdoa): I rmust c.vnfess that I ,had not thought this point

out closely but I OLV inclined to agroc vith .;r ;&cI'IUnnon. 1. point which

ecurs to m.e is that, supposing that the kind of process which the United

- 39 -
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States Delegation envisages, in which in certain instances the most

favoured nation rate negotiated in favour of a country was to be

automatically reduced, the reduction of the corresponding preferential
rate would not be in your schedules. If you printed the most favoured

nation rate on the one hand and the preferential rate on the other, it

would be amisrepresentation of the position. The rate on which the

most favoured nation ratewould be charged would be something below the

schedule's indicated most favoured nation rate. That would happen I think

if you had a single schedule embracing both.
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THE RAPPORTEUR: That is true, but that would not be misrepresent-

ation exactly. It is true that the actual interpretation of the
rates would not correspond with the maximum rate shown in the

schedule.

THE CHAIRMAN: Has the Indian delegate any remark on this?
MR. ADARKAR (India): We would prefer the second alternative.

MR. VIDELA (Chile): I do not desire to say anything at the moment.

MR. GUERRA (Cuba): In general we would favour the first method; in

order to make easier the handling of the tariff, but I would be
glad if the Canadiandelegate would explain the advantages which

he sees in that. It may help me to form an opinion.

THE CHAIRMAN: It is simply a question of procedure, of what is/the
best thing here.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): On that point, it is not a matter we need

decide today at all, is it?It will be open to each country to

adept the method of showing the rates that it is granting in the
manner that is most administrable from its point of view.

THE CHAIRMAN: I would prefer to have common system, because that

would facilitate the work of the Secretariat.
MR.McKINNON (Canada): No, the Secretariat will not be doing the
work until after it is all completed.That is to say, they will
copy it. .

MR. HAWKINS (US). AS far as we are concerned we will vote with
the majority, whichever way it is.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): Mr.Deutsch is suggesting it should be left
optional; that there is no necessity that everybody should
fwllow exactlythe same method of showing the rates.

MR. ADARKAR (India) I thought wewere here considering only the

form in which the agreed rates should be set out in the schedules
to the agreement.

MR.McKINNON(Canada): Yes, that is why wethink it could be left
optional.
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MR DEUTSCH (Canada): There is nothing to be accomplished by

having one way or the other.

THE CHAIRMAN:Then it is just a question ofwhich method could be
decided uponafter the tariff negotiations, and we should have
to do that at the end of the meeting in Geneva, so perhaps we

can put in here something like that.
MR. HAWKINS (US): Why not leave out the last paragraph and not pass

on it now?

MR. McKINNON (Canada): Yes.

MR.SHACKLE (UK): I presume that the order in which the agreements
about tariffs would first emerge would be rather like ordinary
bi-lateral trade agreements. They would be schedules as negotiat-
ed between certain named countries, and then there would be a

further stage of consolidating the whole result into a single
list, but in the first instance they would appear as separate

agreements resulting from negotiations.
MR. McKINNON (Canada): Yes,that is the first stage. It is a

question of whether in the second stage they are consolidated

into a sort of mass list.

MR. HAWKINS (US): Well, I do not understand it really, because to
have not covered this point of procedure yet, and I think we

might hold it in abeyance and not anticipate it.
THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. Then we come to the very important point of

"Procedures for Conducting Negotiations among the Members of

the Preparatory Committee". I have one question to ask here.

What is itwe are supposed to do? Do we in the first instance

only put forward the .commodities on which we are prepared to

grant concessions, and in the same way mention the commodities
for which we ask concessions,.or do we have to mention the real
concessions? Dewe start at this moment only with saying that
we want to negotiate on this and that? I ask this bacause we
have here a reference to a schedule of proposed tariff

concessions to all other Members. I think we have to be very

42.
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clear what is needed here.

MR. GUERRA (Cuba): I would like to ask, is the Second Session
referred to here supposed to be the one in January?

MR. HAWKINS (US): No, April, in Geneva. Mr. Chairman, I think we
might dispose of this little bit. As we see it, itwould
operate in this way. Between nor and April, and certainly
as early as possible, countries will be making requests of

other countries for tariff concessions.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): Has not that been done in respect of what
your people call List No. 17

MR. HAWKINS (US): Yes, and then there is the list of rates which
will be the next list. The nett result of the requests, put

together, would be a list of specific requests for reductione
on such and such products. Each country will get that from
17 others.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): When do you contemplate it? Thatis the
problem.

MR. HAWKINS (US): December 15th, I think.

THE RAPPORTEUR: think so.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): To put it in term of a particular country,
so that it is easily illustrated, your demands from Canada,
shoring the actual rate you are requesting, will be received
by us then?

THE RAPPORTEUR: December.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): And our demands upon you should be received
byyou then byDecember 15th.

MR. HAWKINS (US): Yes. so that by December 15th each country would
have requested, products and rates from all the others. Now each

country goes to work on that and formulates, in the light of

those requests, a schedule of offers to all the countries,
and that is put on the table at the opening of the April meeting
and that is the basis for negotiations. You would have 17 of

them on the table.

. -.. -..1
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we only knew for the first time at Geneva the things that were

being requested it would not be possible to get anywhere, and

it would bevery difficult for smallcountries which have not

se many people to deal with these matters. I think it wouldbe

a good thing if we put something in here about December 15th.
THE CHAIRMAN: This first stage is that each member should submit

a schedule of its proposed tariff concessions to all other

members. I think the first stage is what we have just

discussed; that is, what you ask from another country.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): The first stage really comes before that,

THE CHAIRMAN: And thatwould have to be done by a certain date

andin very concrete form - that iswhat you ask - and the

second stage is that you peopare in the remaining three months

that you are prepared to offer to countries, and thatwe

should put point-blank, cards on teo table, no haggling, no

horse-trading. We say "This is what are asked; we are

prepared to offer this".' I think that should be very clear

and should be incorporated in thie Memorandum, otherwise there

is a verygreat danger that in Geneva will startvery

modestly, feelour way, and say"Well, perhaps it I canan

consult my Gomenrent at home I may go ewhmarat fuht"er', and

se on, and ahww rould complitamm natters to a verg aaent 'extent.

SCHACKLELE (U:)II think there is a serious difficulty here. If

you are to pdownor a schedule of proposed tariff concessions

you can oy dodc that on somassumption.n. What is that assumption

te be? Is it ttallail your requests to the other-couneeics are

granted? If now, rhat could it be?

HAWKINSXIUS::It is not a schedule of firm offers ln theesanse

that yarear committed toit from emonemont you lay it dowI.

iis all assumptions,s, and you cannot verify those assumptions

uhtil you look at the other 17. The fstweek or two would bebe
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taken up with going easy with the schedules and looking

them over, and then coming back and looking for advances
in the other fellow's schedules.

MR. MCKINNON (Canada): Can we meet the point by enlarging the

first paragraph in this way: "Lists of concessions requested

having been exchanged by December 15th, each Member should

at the opening of the Second Session submit a schedule of

the proposed concessions" ? That is the meaning, is it not?

THE RAPPORTEUR: Yes.
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MR QUERRA(Cuba): Mr Chairman, I agree that the first stage should be as to

what we should ask for, and I think that it would be very helpful to make

it possible for everyone to see what his position is and at the same time

we forward what we have to offer in return for that.

THECHAIRMAN:It raises a very important point and I think a difficult

point, especially for those countries which have to rebuild the whole

of their administration after the war. The question as: Is this list

definite? Are we allowed to add anything more to it, or is it a provisional

list, because I think that isalsoa point we have to decidehere.

MR HAWKINS (US): I shouldthinkit would always be open to add to it.toit.

HAIRMAN: Then I thinkon Ikit is a goodthing to put that i paper.apoc

MR AAERRi (Cuba): Either add to it or subfrom it. It is only an oany.m

basisl basis for negotiation.

INSINSKI!S (US ): The only thingthinkI Khinl, that lt seouEd bu stressed

thnt any offers seoued bc pst io ao soun as possible, wiathout mking it

absolutely rigid, st thetis time for countries to consider the er the

on before they formulate their offers.ffers.s.

I think we would liketo have some sort of time limet.me limitimeliDit.

0f course, in exceptional casbs you caw still wring forvard requests,

and yourmry fine ehat weee you roccive ethe list from som other countries

sesecially ehcountries which have been out of touchoen out of touch

uduring the waro eurwillthc wecessary to allow themrw tu ellov; thcm

furthIo timn.we have to put i7 haethingto cover that tu cavef that

matter. Then ma secondremark i would makek I emuldmake is thatco is tha

essionsgofferedit would be very wise if yould bc vcry wise if you

the meeting really ee the eacting rc.lly starts, so that you will be

able toa eve the eccretariat aechanlist in a common this lismmon a co.rio

tate the proceedings on.Thte edc prolateweon. Therefore, when wec, wihanvm

uld be a very wise thing that March cea very wisc taing that M=rch 20th

should be the deadline.

MR onceived that da): We ced eot canccivcd thnt these lists would go to

4.
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the Secretariat at all. Surely they would be only shown the countries

with whom one was negotiating, atthestart at any rate.

MR HAWKINS (USA): That is aIl of them- allseventeen of them.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, all the countries.

MR McKINNON (Canada):Not necessarily.

MRHAWKINS (USA): Yes, one schedule.

MR McKINNON (Canada): I wonder if it would beone schedule in theearly

stages?

MR HAWKINS (USA): That was the idea Then you see other countries will

look at that from the point of view of how it is affecting them they

will look at it simulateneously, and if they do not like what is effered

they can take it up on this point.

MR ADARKAR (India): One schemic for all the seventeen countries?

MR HAWKINS (USA): Yes. They would not be labelled by countries, and in

our case it would run right down through the Tariff Act.

THE CHAIRMAN: Only you would say that you would, in principle, negotiatie

with that country and that country on that concession.

MR HAWKINS (USA.): That would be automatic because if we put our offers

on the table we are naturally quite happy; but it is other countries

that might have questions about thon and they can takethose up with

us.

THE CHAIRMAN: But you will follow the principal supplier rule?

MR HAWKINS (USA): Yes; you can do that in making up your original list.

THE CHAIRMAN:Yes. If you do not cormpilc and coordince all these lists you

have to do that following the principal supplier rule and you say, "You

are supposed to trade with that country and with that country on this

and this concession, according to the principlesupplier rule." Would that t

be so or o6t?

MR HAWKINS (USA): Not neccsarilyl.

THE CHAIRMAN: ecause Cyou want to acilitate the proceedings; youwvant to

have these negotitLions as simple aspossible. Therefore,, I am a little

bit in the darkmyself as to what you reallymean.
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MR ADARKAR(India): Mr Chairman, I think it wouldbe necessary tohave

a separate schedule for each of the countries from whom a country wants

concessions for this reason, that the principal supplier rule would

then be more easily applicable, and that wouldsimplify the procedure,

and for the other reason, that when you cometospecify the actual

rates you desire, it will be necessary to specify more or less the actual

tariff items in the tariffs of the various countries, and for that also

it will be necessary to prepara a separate list of demands for each

country.

THE CHAIRMAN: But I till wonder whether we could not have at the earliest

possible moment a kind of Steering Committee for these negotiations,

because I think that if we have all these lists on the table and, we

have to find a starting point in all these difficult negotiations,we
shall find ourselves in great difficulties. We have to fixed a starting

point in all these neagotiations, so that we can see what will be the

main lines to be followed in those negotiations, following andsubjectt
o the eprincipal supplier rule. So that I think perhaps it would be

wise to have a Steering Committee for that.

MR McKINNON (Candaa); What would the Steering Committee do,Mr Chairman?

THE CHAIRMAN:It would facilitate procedures for the various countries

when negotiating with this and that country on this and that item, in

the first instance, following the principal supplier rule.

MR McKINNON (Canada): But I do not think that we should be tied down in

advance to any method of negotiation; that will arise atGeneva, according

of the conditions we meet there.

THE CHAIRMAN:My only point is that we aecsupposed to deal, in about four

months' time,with I do not know howmany similtaneous negotiations, and

if you do not have a kind of stering committee there we will be sunk.

That is always a point that has troubled me.

MR SHACKLE(UK); Mr Chirman, it is very difficult to see how you can

get any result out of these negotiations unless each time, as it were,
betweeneach pair of countries, you have the results in sort of self-
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contained provisional understanding in the first place. One quite sees

that that will have to be reduced later on, but will not it become

meant complicated if you do not have these provisional understandings

between pairs ofcountries in the first instance? I am thinking entirely

in the air now and without any authority, but is not that almost a

necessary first phase?

MR GUERRA(Cuba): Mr Chairman, I think; there are two things here: the first

thing is this, that I think that if the negotiations are going to be

simitaneous - and they cannot be otherwise - every county will

necessarily have a list of requests for concessions that every other

country makes from every other, because if each one will consent to the

others everything will be completely interrelated. For instance, if

Canada is going to negotiate with the United States on some item, we

have to know, for our negotiations with Canada and with the United States,

what Canada and the United States are dealing with; so that, necessarily,
the first thing is to have clear views regarding particular products.

The negotiations themselves may eventually proceed first between certain

particular-countries andthe information regarding the general question

of requests and the general concessions contemplated for each country

will have to be given to every one of the countries participating, be-

cause otherwise you cannot have simultaneous negotiations and you cannot

tell what your position is likely to be. You will not know what you are

going to give to any one country, whether it be through direct negotiation

or otherwise. So that, in the first place, there will have to be generally

distributed a list covering every country and what they are prepared to

do and that will have to go to all seventeen countries. That in the first

thing. The second thing in that I think it will be necessary, if we are

not going to spend too many years conducting these negotiations, to have

some kind of steering committeein the sense of putting some sort of

order into the procedure of the negotiations, because it maybe necessary

taking a particular product with which we in Cuba are familar- sugar -

to have negotiations in regard to that product with two or three countries
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who may be the principal suppliers of that product. Therefore, I think

that the list of requests of certain countries may probably be quite

small because some countries are mainly interested in a limited number

of products, and it may be impossible to speed up the negotiations in

that form, so that it will be necessary to set up certain forms of

procedure or a certain order in the discussion and in the actual pro-

ceeding. of the negotiations, if we are going to get anywhere; otherwise

we shall get all mixed up and we shall be discussing entirely different

things. We cannot go country by country; I think we have to do it product

by product, in the sens that one product will be finally settled for

all countries, and then proceed to other group of products, so that

a certain order will be established. Otherwise, we shalI be in a sort of

free-for-all situation, and real mess.

R.fols. 50.
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THE CHAIRMAN: I have given some thought to this, and I think we have

to choose between two systems. One would be to choose countries

which would start the initial negotiations while the others

would await their result. For instance, the United States might

start by saying "We want to take this in this way. Here is our

list. We are one of the countries which are supposed to make

real concessions, so ve will start negotiating." That country

then makes a choice of thr othrr countries and the commodities

with which it wishes to trade. After what, perhaps the British

Commonwealth of Nations, being in a peculiar position by reason

of Imperial preferences, might do the some insofar as they are

not covered by the first series of negotiations in which the

United States is the principal participant. Or it could be done

in the way suggested by the Cuban delegate (Senor Guerra),

product by product, taking all the complications of the special

product, whether most-favored-nation rates or preferential

rates, into account.

We must make a choice of how we shall proceed with these

negotiations, and I think that can only be done by a steering

committee going over a list and deciding which is the best way

to tackle it in order to save time and to get quick results.

I am afraid that if we wait until we get to Geneva, we shall

lose a month simply settling procedure. That is what is worry-

ing me. It is not so much my country because we shall not be

the principal supplier for many articles, so it may be quite

simple, for us.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): When you say that we shall lose a month,

Mr. Chairman,is that based upon the conception that the

steering committee would be working before we start at Geneva?

Perhaps a month before?

THE CHAIRMAN: A few weeks.

Mr. McKINNON (Canada) : Perhaps we shall need a steering committee, or
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Something similar, once we start negotiating at Geneva, but I

cannot see what a steering committee would do before we are

there and ready to negotiate.

THE CHAIRMAN: If we had a deadline, say 20th March, that would be the

time when the secretariat would have all the papers in its

possession.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): and turn them over to a steering committee?

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): I think that would be bad.

THE CHAIRMAN: Otherwise some of the delegations may kick their heels

for a few weeks. It is very important that we should know

exactly how who want to deal with this.

SENOR GUERRA (Cuba): Another alternative to a steering committee isto

set up a kind of exchange, on the floor of which everybody would

be dealing with a certain product, and would have to keep the

delegates informed of what was going on between the different

people negotiating. We must have something which will put some

order into it in order to speed up the negotiations.Otherwise

you must make a sort of exchange and say, "We are going to dis-

cuss wheat" . Then one country will offer some, another country

will offer something else, and they will get together on agree-

ment. One of those things will have to be done.

THE CHAIRMAN: M. Lecuyer has asked to any something, and then I will

ask Mr. Adarkar to speak.

M. LECUYER (France) (Interpretation): I think we should discuss this

from a parctical, point of view. As I understand it, there have

been two suggestions. The first is to have negotiations between

country and country, the other is to have negotiations product

by product. The chief practical consideration is the number

of negotiates which the different countries will be. able to

provide. I sec thc necessityfor several teams, and not every

country could send more than one. Of course it would be very

.L
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easy for the United States to have a number of terms, but it

might be rather difficult for other countries to have more

than one term of negotiators to bring to the. Conference.

take the case of France. We might have a maximum of two teams,

but supposing we have one team. This one teem would be in-

sufficient to cover product by product but could be used in the

following way. Imagine that the United States had, say, 8 or

10 different teams. Opposite those teams there would be a team

for each of the different countries, and we would begin bi-

lateral negotiations in this way: it would be country by

country but, of course, inside those countries it would be

distribution by products. For instance, France would

reserve a certain number of products which they wanted to

discuss first with the United States. Other products would be

reserved, say, for Belgium or the Netherlands. It would start

with bilateral trade negotiation which would later be multi-

lateral. It will be necessary for the conductor to allow this

kind of bilaterl. negotiation. country by country, timing into

consideration the products and their extent. I agree with the

Chairman that a stearing committee would be necessary, and if

such a coim ittee only camie into effect in the spring, I ram
afraid it would be extremely difficult to start. With regard

to thc objection of the Canadian delegate, this steering committee

would only have to collatc all the papers that come in, but if-

they have to start only at the beginning of thc spring Conferencc,.

I am afraid it would complicate matters for quite a tire.

S fallows.
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MR McKINNON (Canada): The Delegate of France has expressed our position so

Well; I would just like to state that. May I put it in my own words?

We will come to Geneva having received from 17 other countries 17 lists of

request for concessions. We will bring with us 17 lists of offers in

return, Surely we will not show those 17 lists to 17 countries? We will

show the United States list to the United States Delegation; we will show

the French list to the French Delegation. It is quite possible that some of

the countries who have smallar trading history and therefore have less to

negotiate with in respect of items, may waït around for a week or two, but they

wilI be gradlully brought in as the larger trading countries get well into

their negotiations. In that way, as Mr Lecuyer correctly says, it will be a

series of bilateral negotiations, but the exchange of lists surely willbe

between the country on the one hand and the particular ones from which it has

received. lists on the other hand, and not at ail productby product. If we

get into it product by product,. most of us could not field teams big enough to

deal with all the problems that will cone up early in the negotiations.

THE CHAIRMAN: I dO still feel one difficulty. We are going to adopt the

principal supplier rule -- the multilateral rule; not the unilateral?

We do not choose it ourselves. tls far as I always anderstood, every

country would try te make certain requests to certain countries, following

this rule, But still what would be the ham done if you showed the

lists of concessions aiked for different countries to the whole meeting?

I -think I ca.not follow you there at the moment, because if we adopt tha

principal supplier rule we wiJl bring the negotiations intn certain
firat,

betterance. YQU will have to decide which countries will have to negotiate/

and hcw the others will be brought into these negotiations gradually. I thirik

you wiLl find that we are brought into these negotiations when special.
a

oocdities are discussed with/certain country. Therefore, I still do feel

that if you would have a steering con.iittee with aLl the information available

tc it, you would have quicker results and more orderly procedure than if it

were letttct every county itself to do this and that. That, I hnilc, is the

main point I raise here,

'. C AI
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MR McKINNON(Canada) We are agreed as regards a steering committee when

you get to Geneva, but its duty will be largely with regard to timetables.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think that before we have the full Delegations and necessary

equipment available, in Geneva, you need that steering committee to deal

with it perhaps two weeks from a certain deadline, with all the information

available. But as it will be a very heavy burden on the Secretariat to

prepare for this Tariff Conference, I think it would be useful to hear

Mr Lacarte 's argument.

MR LACARTE:Mlight. I revert to a suggestion you made that a listof the

concessions which each country in ready to make be circulated before the

beginning of the meeting. I see one advantage in that, although I think

I also see a disadvantage. The advantage, as I see it, is this, that if

you do otherwise you will not prepare Delegations; they cannot very well

foresee what concessions are going ta be offered them; so that when your

meeting starts, if it is only then that each Delegatlion is presented with

a list of concessionss, it is gaing to have to study them, and it may have

ta refer biak home, and I do not see hmw we could avoid that certain aosa

of time at the beginning cf the meeting if that procedure were adopted.'

It bas ju't occurred to me that some arrangement might be devised. whereby

countries would only ciroulate its list of proposed concessions to whatever

other countries it wanted to negotiate with in the firstiuitanoe.,

lm cK20! (Canada): That is our point, Ur Lacarte, A.tat we would rake our

reply to the particular counlr iînteresteda; imybe halt a: dozen in hfe eirst

week. In due course the list would be consolidatel. There:is ne question

Of tbîat.`i

UR LRCAR3: The point Inalce is: wouldyou, for exaiple, be. apeeable tu

Canada:' s n of prtposea concessions on the part of Canada being oirculatea

previôuw to the neetirig ta whatever caiuntries Canada chrWe to negotL;tet 4th.

It seers to me that that would give each country an opportunityr say.one two

or three weelcs before the meeting, to consider the concessions that weré

offered, to get instruotlons froc home or to consider it at home, and then

to reach Geneva with some sort of idea of its attitude towards the concessions

55.
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that were offered. it. If youdo not do that, you will have to do that in

Geneva, and then the realwork will not start until April 25th or later.

MR McKINNON (Canada) May I ask one question? Presumably we mightget lists

of requests from the 17; therefore we should preparelists of replies for

the 17. It would not be very proper to say we want those replies to go

only to four of the 17, would it? From your point of view; that would be a

peculiar' distinction to make.

MR. LACARTE:From the Secretariat' s point of view, Ithink the situation is this:

all we are worrying about is getting the thing under may as quickly as possiblele

and with as litt lossorfoaimeriif 'ieretydycy here and mmittee II arere

happy with that procedure of only giving your lists to come ople.L

R. ADARKAR (India:3 To express our opinion on these various points would mean

some icoonveniencetof theCommitteee, because several point Sarve been raise

during the ooursde of discussion ana it will be necessary to touchon all of

thèm. InI the first instance, two alternative retIods of negetia ionwere

disoussea; one is product by prodwut ana the other is etween pairs of'

countries, It eems- to me that negotiations product. by prd.uot woulad not merely

require a large'number f? neotiations. tamss,That itwouldalso be contararyay

`to the rnue that these negotiations are tj proceed on a-riutiuily advantageouw

basis, If the product by product method ïs acDptod., there will have to be

Bimultanoaus ngÉoiations.. There will have to be sinultanemus negotiations

in respect of eaoh individual product, and a country whioh is asked to lower it

ariffson that a prduct will have opportunity to know at that time what wat

concession it es going ta get in ±z return ±'rm the various oher.z ountries

which are asking fer that concession. There will therefore develop a tendemàcy

o assess the value of each by some arbitarycritarion instead eof by the

riteriaon of mutually advantageous basis.s If the mutually advantageous rule is

o be strictly adhered to, I think it is encvitable that negotiations should bedbe

onducted inpairs of countries or in smaller groups of twoor three countriesis

n the first instance.'ôti.'
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Secondly, the steering committee -or any body, whether it is the

Secretariat or the steering committee which performs similar functions -

wïll have to draw up a time-table. Also, it will not merely draw up a

time-table and say that on the 8th April there will be a meeting between

the Delegates of the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom If

that meeting in to convey anything to other countries, then other

countries must also know what are the products in respect of which the

negotiations are going to take place. The. steering committee will not

merely have te set forward the time-table of the meetings, but will also

have to give some indication, in respect of each meeting, of the products

which are going te be the subject of negotiations at the meetings.

That is to say, the steering committee will have to decide what are the

products in respect of which the negotiating countries are the principal

supplier. From that point of view it will be of advantage if each

country submits te each of the other countries a separate list - the list

being composed of the products of vehich the country vas the principal

supplier ta that particular country. That would facilitate the viork.

Se far as the lists are concerned, it will be of adyantage if
it

when each country forwards its cfpn lists te other countries/simultaneous1y

forwards a copy te the Socrotariat. That is te say, if country A has

prepared a list for each cf the other 17 countries - B, 0, D, E, P and

se on - then when forwarding the list to B it should simultane usly fcrward

a ccpy to the Seoretariat, and vwhcn sending a list te COit sends a copy te

the Secretariat. The Secretariat would thn collect tHa listed, ead in

good time before tïÈs Geneva meeting it would prepare a consolidr-od

*compilaticn for each country, showing the concessions which are demanded of

that country by other countries, and would circulate that compilation te

the cther ccuntries. Thus, each country would know net merely what

requests were being made of it by ether countries but what requests were

being made of each of' the other countries by various countries. There may

be some objection in disclosing te other countries the concessions which

each country in going to offer.I believe there should be less objection
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to disclosing the list of demand than to disclosing the list of, offers,

so there is some point in what Mr. McKinnon says, that it may be embarras-

sing to disclose one's list of offers to countries and they may be

disclosed only to countries with which negotiations are to take place.

But there should be no objection to disclosing demand which are being

made on that country - in this case Canada - by other countries.

Thirdly, with regard to the date, I think 15th December is going

to be rather early as the last date for sending lists.

THE CHAIRMAN: We have to do two things, one in regard to the demand and

the other in regard tothe concessions offered. I think we should now

discuss the listed of demands.

MR.ADARKAR (India): 15th December is going to be the last date for sending

in demands?

MR. McKINNON (Canada): No. Mr. Hawkins expressed the opinion that it

should be the target, and that it should bc adhered to as reasonably close

as possible.
(Deputy Executive Secretary):

MR LACARTE. May I take up a point mentioned by the Indian Delegate?

He was not sure whether the schcduling of those bilateral meetings

between countries would be left to the Secretariat or to a tariff

steering committee - as it occurs to me it might be called. It seems to

me that it would definitely have to be a tariff steering committee, on

which every country would be represented, because I am not quite convinced

that this would be merely a question of scheduling meetings. I think we

want to get thc negotiations arranged in such a way that the main countries

and the main products arc dealt with in the initial stage. Once you get

that agreed the rost is merely filling in gaps - we hopc. That seems ta

me to be work of substance. You have ta get thu agreement of countries

ta negotiate. .crtain products with certain countries before you actually

arrange for them tc do So. That occurs ta me tc be a very delicate task

which should be left to Delegations themselves. That is just a thought

which I 'mention for consideration.
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THE CHAIRMAN: Perhaps I might make a further remark before we ask Mr.
Hawkins for his comments or discuss it any further. I do not share the

fear that if you circulato the concussions you offer to different countries

that would endanger your negotiating position.

Mr. McKINNON (Canada): Do you fear premature publicity of it?

THE CHAIRMAN: It would not be published. It would simply be put on the

table in Geneva when we come together. Any country in a difficult

negotiating position will, of course, seek its partners in the negotiations,

and will inform them what had been requested of them and what had been

offered in return. You will never be able to koop the thing secret. It

will be a multilateral negotiation. I think it is much better to put our

cards on the tabla, and for everybody to know, when we have multilateral

negotiations. Lvcn if you divide it into negotiations between different

countries others would hear anyvway from, as it were, the side entrance.

It is much better te lcnew everything beforehand.

MR. MOKINNON (Canada): Suppose we file them beforchand, and suppose wo

file our replies to the 17 countries thrce weeks beforehand, and suppose

there should happen tc b. a leak. Suppose the Canadian reply te any of

these countries - particularly, say, the United States - wera te appear

in the papers before the negotiations started. I do not think there would

be any negotiations.

TIti CHAIRMAN: I would just nmlcc a comment on what Mr. Lacarta sai..i Ne

said all thc countries may bc represented in the steering committee. I

do net knowv whether that i9 necessary. For my part, I certainly wvould net

insist on that. I would rather have four or five representatives of

Zèlegations whom we know - perhaps fronm this Conference. - in whom I have

confidence te whom we could say: "Now you bcys come together and settle

things and advise thc Socretariat howe te deal with this." I would be

prepared te accept that point-blank; and thoy would thon be responsible

te see that no leakages occurred.

Mili McKINNON (Canada): But surely, Mir. Chairman, you are misunderstanding me.
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The publicity of which I am speaking, and the possible leak, would occur

three weeks befoeo the storing committee comes into being.

THE CHAIRMAN I would like the steering committing to be in being before

we most officially with all the others. That was the idea I had in mind

- to prevent Delegations having to be there, because they may have

difficulty in sparing people to go.

MR. McKINNON (Canada) We cannot spare one for the storing committee if

you want him there ahead of the 8th April.

THE CHAIRMAN: We would be prepared to have one there if need be, speaking

on my own responsibility, to be in Geneva for a few weeks, which might

help us ta world much better.

MR. LACARTE (Deputy Executive Secretary): Might I put a query to Mr.

McKinnon? I am not trying to take up a stand on any point, but merely

trying to get things clear from the Secrotariat's sclfish point of view.

As I understand it, your vievw at the mcment would be that in the process

of regctiations once the meetings had started between, say, Canada and

Cuba what went on between Canada and Cuba would bc kept to those two

countries. That is your present view?
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MR. HAWKINS (Uniteod States): In Geneva.

MR. MCKINNON (Canada): That is all right.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): That is the way the procedure will work out.

One says "You have given one concession - maybea dozen - we do not

think that is quite onough, we will get in touch with you and talk with

you", and the other replies, "That is fine, we have something to talk to

you about too." And you arrange it. That process goes on all round the

circle - it wouldlast a. long time, it is truck. The essential point, and

this is indispensible, is that there should be a list of offers from each

country not later than the opening date of the meeting.

MR. MCKINNON (Canada): That is all right; we have never departed from that,

The suggestion is that it be no less than three weeks before the opening

meeting.

THE CHAIRMAN: I may perhaps change that proposal. I think my idea was this:

what are we expected to do in Geneva? We start with tariff negotiations,

then after a few weeks we see whether those things are going on all right

or not. The we mot' the othor representatives to again to discuss the

Charter, bccause certain parts of tho Charter will have to come into, affect

and will have to be adopted by the Governments at the Geneva Conference,

which again need a number of people to take part in those discussions

and perhapsevennegotiations. What I am very concerned about is this.

We have been here six weeks and at this moment we have to force out pro-

ceedings because ve are expected home. Thus at very difficult stages of

our negotiations we have to rush them. 'We shall have the swae problem

with the Meeting in Geneva. What I would like viould, be that we should

clearly have in mind. that when we come together in Ganeva, whether on the

formal opening date of the Confercnce or three weeka bofore, on 20th

March,. or something like that - it is to be settled by the people who

organise the conference - but when we first start, with a few people

available. There is no noed for thase big delegations. \tie get the.

Steering Comuittee there anid that S+eoring C=ronittec secs the .whole
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picture, studios it and makes the programmefor the negotiations.These

negotiations start, choosing certain countries to open the ball, and after

the first dances we see whether we have a community party or not. Then we

know whether, at this time, to have the second part of our discussions;

we can then ask the other people to come to Geneva who can stay at home

for the time being if they are'not in at these special tariff negotiations.

We discuss the main parts of the Charter that will. have to be formally,

adopted. In themeantime webroaden the field of those tariff negotiations

and in that way we can make a success of the conference in Genava. What I

at terribliy cadraid of is, all these bag delegations arriving in Geneva
without proper guidance about what they are expected to do. They would

start to discuss everything and there would be a growing confusion.

It would wreck the whole thing from thebeginning.
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MR. McKINNON.(Canada): If your conception of the Sterring Committee

is a Procedure. committee, then we do not care how long before

Geneva it meets, as long as wedo not give the Steering Committee
our replies to the list of demands.

THE CHAIRMAN: But again I say, if you have a Procedure committee,

how can the Procedure Committee deal with this thing if it has

not get the particulars before it? For my country, I say I

rould not mind if we had a few people there acting in conformity

with.the reasons for which they were there, to deal with this

problem. What difference does it make? I cannot see that we can

endangerrour negotiating position with them.

MR. HAWKINS (US): I should like to suggest, in response to one of

your comment, that what the various delegations would do would

not be very much in doubt. If all those schedules were put on

the table at once they would take. them back to their offices

and start looking them over. and trying to reach an opinion as

to another they were satisfactory or not and what countries they

had to confer with.That would operate automatically, so they

would be busy right from the start, even if there was no

organizational stop taken whatever. That is not an argument

against'a Steering Committee, There are probably innumerable

procedural questions that ought to be dealt with.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): We have no objection if it is just on

procedure.

MR. LACARTE: The point I was making was whether we could, by

previous circulation, in some vray avoid the:stago to vhioh Ur.

Harkins has just made reference.

MR McKINNON (Canada): No, I think you cannot -

MR HAWKINS (US): The only viay you can do it is to start your

Conference carlior.

MR. SHAOICLE (UKI): Thoro is. onc thing.I vould like to say, MMr.
Chairman. I am a little P.it worriod about whether it vll be

possible, by the sort of starting date rhich is .envisagod, to
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have those lists of offers ready. I can hardly imagine anybody

has even started on them yet . It may be that a lot of the

schedules of requests have not yet boon received, and particularly

the itemised requested, and until all those itemised requests have

been received countries cannot even start to draw up their listed

of offers. It does seem to me it is distinctly doubtful whether

good many countries will be in a position to have their

consolidated offers ready for the 8th April.

MR. HAWKINS (US): I do not think the working offices will necessar-

ily have to wait for all the requests. You can do a lot of

anticipatory rork before you actually get the requests, and then

you can check rhat you havQ1includd. against the requested, to mako

sure you have not left anything out.

UR, MoKINNON. (Canada): Eveng se, I think the last sentence but one

of paragraph 1 mïght be deleted. It doeés not apply to tho

Canadian delegation and I doubt whether it'applies to"many round

this table, The point le, to get thom in preparation.

UR. HAWKINS (US): As far as Americàn preparation ie concerned, as

You probably know ve are actually starting very shortly ûor on

a list Thich is approximately threo-quarters of our entire

items. That je in preparation for this list to be put in in

A pril.

UR. ADARKAR (India): 1r. Chairman, re have disposed of the question

of .,hotherlists of offore are to be.disclosod and rhon thoy are

to be disclosed, but I do not think the same objection applies

to listed of demanded.

UR. flzI1IO,.. (Oanada): No.

UR. ADARKAR (India): So'each country could eond a oopy of ite li8t

of demanded to tho Sooretariat and it could mako them available to

all epuntries.

UR, oIcINNON (Canada): YOB, there is no objection to that,
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THE CHAIRMAN: -Let:me got this clear about the first stago of the

proceedings. we have a list of demands. That list of demanded

should be sent in as soon as possible. we have mentioned a date
- the 15th December, we -think - for a provisional list which

could be adopted, but you could have an additîonal-list later on.

Even after this Conferanco,. 'hich..hos given our people somo ideas,

'fe oould go into that`furù'thor. bdr'c should have in. the interval

before the Genova Conferonce the possibility of sending in

additional lists. After that time the Socrotariat should be the

centre rich recois all the copies of these listed, studies

them, tries to combine them and to give proper advice to any

Etooring Oommittec or rhatevcr it is ice have in Genova. Now

there is only one point: rill evory country then s ¢nd through

diplomatic channolsea copy of its list to ail tha other particip-
ating countries, or vinll r.-a-leavo that to the Secretariat?

I think that is a point to decide hero.

MR. AlARLAR (India): I think it la much better that eâch country
should send a copy oftits list to all the countries concerned.

India should se\d a oopy to the-United States, for instance, and

a copy to the Secretariat, and the Socretariat combine that

list received from India in respect of the United States with

lists recoived from othor countries.

THE CHAMAN: In that case r.e should draft this Momorandum

accordingly,. if thora is. gcncral agreomont on that

MR. MOKINNON: Yos.

THE RAPPORTEUR.: I should liko te makc a suggestion on that, .Mr.

Chairman. I veondor.vory much rhather itviill bo feasiblo. teo

combine the liste, If you'try to combinc thom you will have to

a7ait transmittal until they arc all in. I suggest tlijt %7hon
any couniGtry sonda a liet of requested tenether country it soude

it'to tho Socrtàriat' for process and distribution to all.
THE CHAMIRAN: Yes

UR, MoKINNON (Canada): Sure,
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THE CHAIRMAN: If there is general. agreement on that we will chango

tho draft Memorandum accordingly.

M. MCKINNON (Canada): And it should be understood we are now

talking of the demanded. Va moan ovon tho second domÉnd.list

vrith th¢ actual roquostod rato s4o;vn in it.

THE CaAIRMAN: Ya8. Thon ';e come to the second part of it.. That

is, our offers.

ML. ALAMILLA (Cuba): I -ould like to put two questions here.

Firet of all, I think thoro iB eno thing evorvy country should

have if it can get it, but it is not going to bc casy: that iB,

I believe oaeh country should send a copy of thoir orn tariff

te everyone else, It vril then bo. something that. all the others

nill bo able to see, My second point ie, v;hen.I make.a demand

should I make a specific demand and say "You muet reduce your

tariff froi4 this to this",or just say that I nant a substantiîâ

reduction of thie specifiC item?. .You *ill have to say the rate?

MR. HAiiKINS (US): Yes, name the rate.

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): In order to do that I muet knovr first of

all exactly what the rates of everybody else are.

THE OHAIRMAN. Here you have one special difficulty, for instance.

The Netherlands-Belgium Custome Union vill perhaps be able to

submitite nez! tariff at the end of this year,.but not before

that, because it has to pase through the States-Geneoal.

MR. MoK1NNON (Canada): :i, shall hava to guess at it.

THE CHAIRMAN: ile can perhaps try to got some approvalof it and

re can send a provisional list boforehand, 6ubtect to approval

by the States-General, but thora ie a certain difficulty there

for us. I think Franco ie in an ovon rorse difficulty, because

they are etill busy in changing thoir tariffe front spocifi¢

duties te ad valorem duties Perhaps M. Leouyer can tell us

vwhen ho eould be able to send an indication of hie ner. tariffe

to the members concerned. I do not knov whether other

countries are in thz same difficulty, but you rili find it
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mostly in the European countries that have to cope with the

aftermath of the war.

MR. GUERRA (Cuba): There is another difficulty, that even

countries like ours usually had the tariffs of many other

countries, but there have been many changes in rates during
the war, usually by way of increasing the rates, and due to

the difficulties of war-time rc have not bcen aUio to get

thnt information. In that regard tha achodulO Inay become out

of date, and thon ;oe :ill be roquosting something that is no

longer the scune, bboauso the tariff Mhs bean changed.
THE OHAIMNAA: Here -- shall have to say, as. I said before, that

they are provisional listed. ;.e îill close thom boforo the

Conforénce, and ovonrat tho ConforencQ .in exceptional

circumstanoest e can coma rith other requests on account of

information recoived, but v:;e hava to try to facilitate the

proceedings as much ns possible by sending themnour listed

as soon as possible and then adding to thom if nocessary,

even item'by item. It vil.l put a burden on the Secrotariat,

but Vre Ehould not mind that; --e should just go on sénding

information, and asking for things if ¢o. have other things
to 'ask for.

MR, VIDELA (àhle): And you'rill eend yours te everybody, toc?
THE CHAIRMAN:'Yes, re shall have to do that..

' ''
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I know that it would be very hard work when we go home - I am faced with

the same problem- and that if I do not send them in then I have no

requests to ask. That is tho only viay, Tlon I think that vro should

also put in the mmorandm .thr.t tho listed vuo ond to ovory country should

shovt tho oxistirg rato as fPar as mvo visuo;Lizo it' at tho rmront, boc.use

wC ,Iav. not cxaot infurmrtion, ani thon tho amount oP roquoats xvith

any. incroasons toCro askingt for; so that %wo Icnovw that if wc hn.vo a

request basod on a wrong supposition, it con bo corroctcd by the other

pa.rty.

THERAPoPOETEUR: And also it wruld provont a lot of othor countries having to

-4lock Up the existing rato, bocouso countries àill automaticolly find out

what the existing rate i8, and thoy might as woll show that infarmttion

whieh will saoya a lot of work later on.

'MR SHiOICD (UI): Arc you roforring t lists of offors or requests?'

THE RAMRTEUR: Na, requests. As for offers, I should thinlc'the list of

offors in our case' vriulc iianthat wme vould ,tutozrwticolly sho-

THE'OELUWMU: WC vwant now to'settle the question of requests.

MR OUERRM (Cuba): Thero is an important point horc, and I thinlc that it

is closely connected with this, because before %o discuss the question

of making separate schedules for lroforoncos, should thoso soparatc

schedules for proforences bc handcd. to othor people, too? For instance,

vie may be of±`'ring a reduction in tariff s to France in regard to certain

groups of comnodities, and at tho sam3ie timc,: for instorm, our negotiations

v.th the United States miight nIt contemplate the comllote elimination

of preferential treatment which thcy enjoyed in our rnarkots - this is

just supposition, of course, - they might still retain som. Margin: of

preference, and should that schedule of preforencos rlso be handed to

France in order thrt they can weight the advantage thcy arc getting in

oomparison with the proferenti.l country?

THE tYAIhMAN: Now you arc talking r:bout requests or concessions?

UR GUERRA (Cuba); I am talking -bout concessions.

THE CI1éàMRN: That is -mother point. We arc discussing ncaw only requests.
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Are we all agreed on the procedure to be allowed with regard to

requests?

MR GUERRA (Cuba); There is only one point, and that is that December 15th,

is too early a. date.

THE CHAIRMAN: I have covered that before. Isaid that that will be a

provisional date, and you will beontitiledto send in addition. lists.

MR GUERRA(Cuba): But even so, December 15th in loss than a month ahead.
Boforo Na ouar.o horo vo appointed a spo¢icl conmi.sion to work on ail

thoa statistical data ïnolud&ng tho torifs that othor countries have

to study and imrk on in dotoil, W< do not think thct that work will

be finished before the eni of the ycar. Thc carliest date for us would

be tho ond of Jnnu.ay, which vould be *wa month before tho Gnova

meeting. But Dec'eiber 15th ia too carLy.

MR HA.WKINS (USA): Decomber 15th is a target date, and I think it uuld bc

as vell td hold the targot to thrn.t date, reaiuiing that thoro mWy bo

cases where it cannot bo mot, but thora nay be raony viho can do it, oed

therefore countries that do recoivo lista con got to vwprk upon then

thon..

THE CHAIUMT. I had still thought that wo night meet in March, or saom-

thing likc that, but now we havoagreed to the 8th 4ril, vihich has per-

hapa some advantage, boouse thorc is no advantage in having c target

data which ono knorrs before hand one cannot Icoep. Could we make the

date for receiving tho list tho 31st Dcember, so that we might perhaps

Bet more, This Conforenoe ij lasting longer than wo thought at tinrt,

sQ that I think vwe should talco that into account and make it 31st. Decomber
for th¢ firat target data. Ia that agrocablo?

MIR LO1RI!E; Mr Chairmans is it intended that countries should spocity

whether wrr or ail of thoir demand they think have special importance?
.la it intended that they should in a woy ostablish proforenco batwoen

their. vurous demand on othor countries?

THE GHAMMAN: NO, YOu c cannot do that before -you know the whole position.

Rl QGIRA (Cuba); That would bc to diacloas thefr position.
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THE RAPPORTER: Everyboby knows how they are anyhow

THE CHAIRMAN:If that. is then agreed, the draft will be adopted accordingly.

Then we cometo the question of the concessions.

MR McKINNON (Canada): Mr.Chairman,did we deal with the Rapportour's question,

namely that, in respectoflist of requests, each country putting in

such a list to any other country will file it vvith these countries and

with the Secretariat?

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes.

MR McKINNON (Canada): Secondly, that it will have two columns showing the

present rate in the other counter and the requested rate.

THE CHAIRMAN:Yes.

MR McKINNN (Canada): B that is agreed.

THE CHAIRMAN: If there is any mistake then the other country would know

and would say, "Look here you have a wrong position set out here"

MR ALAMILLA(Cuba): I recommended not only that you should send also your

actual rate, but that you should send in to the Secretariat the whole

list of your actual rates, because some other countries might be inter-

eted. ::

THE CHAIRMAN That la the third point - that you send as soon as possible

your complete information regarding your present tariffs.

MR ALAMILLA. (Cuba): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: Or you anticipate a tariff which will be in the course of

being changed.

MR LACARTE: There will have to be more then ono copr of tho tariff.

MR McKINNON (Canada): You will ha.ve to sondo out svOentoozi copion.

MR GUERRA(Cuba): Ancl one for the S'cretar ? - making eighteen.

MR LACARTE: I think that are need at least 25 copies.'

THE CHAIRMÂN: Shall w put 'it at thWty?
l{R JlUOREAll right.

MlR GIERRA (Cuba): It will be very difficult with all the variioti axnds.

IMR LECMY (France) (InterpretatiOrL): I *iruld bo vory &ratefoul if the

'Coumittee vrould fix a date oni vdiich they would like to have' çpy of the
72.
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existing tariff.

THE CHAIRMAN I will cover that point in this way, that we should also

apply the same data to the inotarintion in regard to tariffs, or if'

you have to make reaservations because your Parliament has not agreed,
which might entail further changes you could send in the provisional

lists not later -than the 31st December.

MR LECUYER.(France) (Interpretation): I agree, but I would like to insist

on the necessity and on the value of the ditffrent countries getting
such tariffs, because moving to the war, most countries have become

out of touch with others and they have not aot infurrmation racrdcling

the tariff position, andi, as the Ouban delegrato has said bcforc, therc

have been sao my changes. Ther,4foru, in orCler tha.t thoso countries

mnIy be able ta study tha tariffs it vwoull bc a mood thing to fix a

date, not aonly from the point cr' viev7 z>f E'rncc but from the point af

view.ot other countries.

.MR SHACKL: (UK):fBefore wv lecav tha questi.rn of the request list, I

should like ta ask exactly vhat is the object (,C leaving down a request

or.. a programme that you put in your requent3 ir. regard, to a particular

item, together with the rata that you want, at the sane time stating

waiat you undersVand ta be the existing r.-to. It seans ta me that that

may .hold, up the proceedir s considerably, especially if you are in doubtt.

. about tho existing rate, and I smnot quite sura vihat is the abject af' it.

If it turned out that the rate is not 'zat you thought it ta be, is it

the idea that you;should thon modify your demand? It seems tome that

in mary caser you may have a t.irly dae±inite iîna of what you vwsh

*the ratc ta be, but it ls not abasoluttly essanticl ta include what you

conceive the existing rate should bc, and is it dosirabla ta run tha

risk of delay while you try ta find out what it is?

THE CHAIRMAN: I do not think tha:t there is any rii:c of dolay. I think

you mou have certain things that you a:sk for, z tecl entitled ta aak for.
Let us suppose that ybu ask for a decrease in thc rat from 4.0 to 20,

would you be prepared to grant a similar concession?It would be much

better if your concession were to be in accordence with that. I think youneed that information before you put your cards onthe table..
X fils. 73.
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MR. SHECKLE (U.K.): I can see that is desirable, but I do not see

that it is absolutely essentialSupposing there was great

difficulty in complying with it, would there bea serious

difficulty in the way?

THE CHAIRMAN: Biut is it so difficult to send in a list your

tariffs?

SENOR GUERRA(Cuba): But you can make any necessary correction. We Ve

taking the United Kiongomlist on the assumptionthat thehntthe

t tariffis so much; ifthat is not the present tariff,nt tarff,

there is no reaeon whetdo Ugdome Kin,&ci shoald the mikeoGh

necessary correction.

LE SI1CT:L: (U.K.): eI cen sec tho point hers there ih a case for

sayingexisting tariffnu ouldrieshàoul bo reduced by such a pro-

portion -

MAN: CS.I}.iJ But youido not r.sk for a proportion" You ask

w tr à nerateriff adtc and .ajust the concession accordingly.

You will not get out of that.

LE. SrL.CKL (U.K.): eI canusefulness of iut where it can beit, cn' b

i imagine it is not an absolute sine qua non that youon that yu

t inthe existing one.xisting on.

EUR: PORliul:mplyu say that the existing tariff, ing tariff,where known,

should bc shown.

N:T CI.theN: bhe ocheoulduntre weeL, givomations andyoution and yu

would assemation accordingly.accordingly.

(ChilleDEI live in I live i London, I didomot come fro. Chile,

and I have no inAtructions. ;lsomI had no ire to show this

drefegao rmy dolot.tion, se I cannot commit myself on any of these

obligations with regard Therefore I can here as an here as an

d i would like to make a general reservationon this.tion on thi.

THE CO.LJIUI: is teis win the c up i. the eain Committie, of which

you are a meeber, Mw Vidcla, I vould stto state youre s';_te yeu

poeition at thc neWe session. Yic shall not finesh this papor today.
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regard,to those particular things. I have hard here that most

of the countries are going to change.

THE CHAIRMAN: Not most; only one or two.

SENOR VIDELA (Chile): In ordor to present. such a list, we need to

know our positions regarding preferences and quantitative

restrictions and escape clauses.

THE CHAIRMAN: That will be dealt with in the coming week. This paper
will not be definitely decided today.

SENOR VIDELA (Chile): But, we are several thousand miles away!
THE CHAIRMAN: 'That raises another point; which will perhaps core up

later, what we shall do if we find shall what we have.provisionally

decided hero does not meet with the approval of our governments.

I.think we should leave that tnethe end of our discussions

because it would, take up too much valuable time to discuss it

now. When we can see whether there should be an emergency

provision to da.l v;ith the question, even before the Confurence

in Gonova.

SENOR VIDELA (Chile): I was talking about th list.. Perhaps we shall

be cble to sond 1ass, but I do not know. I clo not know'whothcr

such a list is alrcady .prcp-.rceC. in Chilc.

THE CHAIRMAN: It is not c rigid rule. Evcry country should try to

do their ut'i.iost before the 31st Dcccnber. If thm.t i8 nOt

possible, there. it i9 not, and you ..-ry Bond in additi!onlr. list

if necessary, e have tried to make the procedure as flexible

as possible. in the same difficulty as you, Mr. Videla,

and the Cuban dologate, rind immny others arc in the same difficultY.

Wie naust try to do as ia.uch preparatory work as possible.
SENOR VIDELA. (Chile):. What about the 31st January?
THE CHAIRMAN I would prefer;to have an additional list and adhere

-to Docember 31st. It does not scy "you muat'"' or "you shalI"
but "you should". AiIey I turn to the list of concessions
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because I think we are all agreed thatwe should haveat the

beginning of the Conference complete information with regard to

allthe concessions offered... If I any repeat what I said before,

there should be no "horse -trade".We should simply have as

carefully prepared a list as possible -of whatweare prepared
to offer if there is adequate mutual.l advantage inreturn. So

every country will have to come to Geneva on the 8th .April with

that lis; in its possession. We must state that specifically

in this paper so that we all know what is expected of us.

S&MSLZ (U.R.): I ami sorry, but I stili roimin secptica.l aftçr

overythinL that has been said. I fine'. it extrataely hara to

bc.lietc that evcry councry concerned will bu cablc tao cou to

Goneva with a co.ptçete list of what it is prcpa.rud to offer.

Even if it w-ere, it secms to mne t;lat countries oz-n hardly be

expected to base thm-iselves coi.lpl*tely on thc nssumnption thè.t
they will Cet everything thuy ask for, and if you Co not'rasuinc

that, what havu you? I wi sorry bio raintain ran attitude of

seepticismn but I think it is wrong to base our assuniption on thn.t.

l'd. McKINNON (Canada): I quit angrcc t;ith llr. Shackle on that. In

tact I would paraphrase thc Cha.inir.n's re.nark by sriying that is

where the horse-trading would start.

EHE Urei.LN: Perha.ps in tlu:t c.se. you have to stue-y thc possibility

of only mentioning the itckis on which you are prepared ta offer

concessions.

MR. McKlMNON (Canadca): `te go further, but we share i.ir. Shnckle'ls

doubt about the realistic nature of the list, plus the vOZy

definite difficulty thoro wil be in having, the lists ready the

very day we reach Geneva.

THIE MHIIW'LN: I vould like ID propose that we should put in "r.s rmuoh

as possible".

mR, MerimNON (Canada) Sure.

TIBCHE.LJYN: In order to Cive somc ,uidance.

- 76 -
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MR.HAWKINS (U.S.A.): If it turns out not to be possible, you will

have absolute chaos at Geneva. If people go there with them,

attempting to formula it; something when they get there, and.

possiblywanting;to have look at what others have done before

this do so, it will be. complete chaos. To go there with ,he

best lit possible is indispensable.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think ".as much as possible" should be' included.

SENORALAMILLA (Cuba): Then you will know what everybody is asking

af you and as you have to be prepered to meet commitments already

:made, you can say that you arenot prepared to go to such an

amount, but are willing to go to so much. 'We must have something

which, we an ideaof what is expected fran everyone, and

what everybody will be able to give.
'JdB C^.IlL..N: So we should havc not too rigid a Mule, but onë which

is as riEid as possible.

MR. Sit.CKLI5 I feel that any remcthod of noeotiation iihich ansumes

that those lists arQ realistic, is itsWl1f. not a very rcalkstic
.- procedure.

MR. HAWKINS( U.S.)That. is another question. I have different

viewis on that point, but tolera ousht to be. a list at the opening

- aof. the meeting fro.a everyone. I hopa. it .will bc as far as

everybody is ready to go, but perhaps. that is asking. too much

of human nature.

.
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THE CHAIRMAN Then we can put a phrase like that in the memorandum

So we have this, that everybody must have a list in his possession at the

8th April, We will submit that to the Secretariat,

Then comes the other point mentioned earlier in our proceedings, and

that may not, perhaps, be settled by us, but still,. I think we can thick it

over. I do not know whether we should then propose in our paper that

immediately after the start of the Conference there should be a steering

committee for these tariff negotiations.

MR GUERRA (Cuba): There is a previous point I made as to whether the

preferences thatare contemplated. should. also be given to other countries.

THE CHIRMAN:.. We talk about concessions; that means tariff concessions,

prefererre concessions, and everything.

aR GUERRJL (Cuba): We will ccnsider lowering preferences as concessions to

other countries.

iR sHhCOLE (United Kingdao): The procedure enrisaged is that, as zoon as

Geneva starts, you table your Iist of offers s8 that eaeh of the regotiating

countries have then, Is that the suggestion? Or is the suge6tion that yeu

give it only to the particular country concerned, in the ffrBst instance?

TM CHMIMUEN: I think ve should give then tc the Secretariat and they should

see that every country has it in its possession. AB bo the multiLateraL

li8t, they will just cobine the vhole thing ana give them an idea of all

the concessions asked for andc all the concessions offered. Then we must

have thick point settlJ.ed: whether further procedures of these tariff

negotiations wiU be guided by a steering committee w«ho will decide: "This

country should ut1rt v4th that country, and that oounntry with that country",
-thing

or nct, I think we need that, and we should put some/to that effect in this

pa~~rx
MR GUJERk (Cuba): There iB nc doubt about that.

1R H&VMBS (U.S:.) I anmvery likely wrong, but I was rather expecting it

would work itself out rather naturally by itself. The Mirst country that

bas finished exanining these acheaules and found out what it dDes not like

about them wiJJ get into touch vrith' the countries concerned and arrange
78,
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meetings I may be wrong about that. Why do not you have your steering
committee merely set up te deal with such procedural questions as may arise,
without triying to define what it does?

THECHAIRMAN:I do not like to elaborate here on the functions of the steering

committee, When we start, I think the first thing is to have that steering
committee.

MR McKINNON (Canada): There is no harm in having it, even if we didnot need

it or use it.

THE CHAIRMAN The only point there is: should all couriers be on the steering

comittee?

MR LACARTE:I have a small point to raise: It might' be that the tariff reduction

negotiations right not be the only activity of the Geneva meeting; and on that.

reasoning I think we had better not oail it a steering committee, because we

shal: be getting it cornfused with the Steering Coinuitteo of the whole

Conference. I wouiLd suggest calling it a "Tariîff Steering Comaittee", or nome

suoh naine; at7arny rate, brin&Lng the word "tariff" in.

kd GUERR. (Cuba); If all the countries are represented, wenMy not need to set

up a special committee, but have'a sort of meeting of heade of Delegations to

tiï-etable the negotiations.

MR 2IcNON (Canada): That would be quite satisfactory.

ME 'MMiUILN: If that is right, then we cone to the second stage.

R SMHKLE (United Kingdon): Io it agreed that this steérLng cornnittee will

consist of the representatives of every Delegation? 'l thirk in that way it

would follow the modeI of -viat'is here the steering con=Îttee.' It seers hard

to'visualise a steering coidttee froLi which certain Delegations areYjmitted.

THE HIMiMLN: We can have the'headas of. Delegations decide this at the beginning

'of the GeneWa- Conference.

kR !.CORT$: Is it suggestei that they should schedule tariff neeptiatLons at

Geneva?

TE ClImAN. Yes.;

iR IL3C.: I wonlr w-hether it night-not be left to a working aomittee, calleci

the 1ariff Steering Ceittee, or vihat have you, of the Coûntereme4
.79
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THE CHAIRMAN: To be appointed by the other -Delegatee?
MR LACARTE: A committee of the whole,

MR SHACKLE (United Kingdom) : It does not matter whether it is the head of

Delegations or not - just somebody delegated by each Delegation.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. We come now to the second stage. Are there any remarks on

that.?

MR SHACKLE (United Kingdon): I have a question. Mr Hawkins, I think was

explaining that, on his view of how the negotiations would proceed, the first

stage would be that each country would look at the 17 list of offers it had.

got from the other countries, When it is decided where these lists seem to be

unsatisfactory in certain particulars, they then go and talk to the other

countries concerned wvith a view to getting adjustments madé and considering the

co-responding points which other'countries hada to aOce to it. I wonder how long

a_ how far that process would be pursucd. On the face of it, it looks like

a uuJltilateral negotiation. Io it envisaged that that process would continue

until all points that were unsatisfactory were settled, or that soon aPfter the

beginning you would break up into bilateral negotiations?

iiR ;LKNS (U.Si,.): I should think it would be this weya *Looking'at it front the

point of view of the United States, we would look over as soon as.we could,

- the. schedules of concessions, conoparing thoi vLth what we offered, and see'

v here we were dissatip-'ied. and talk to other countries tc get an i.i;proveLentp

say half a dozen of themi. In addition to that, there Nwerc people who were

dissaltLsfied themselves, and mwould have to straighten there out,

MR &LLÇKLA (United ri(iogdol): So that there wouiLd be nQ bilateral negotiations?

ËR HMINS (U.S.A.) Yes,

I SHhCKl:E (United Kingdom): I see - on particular points.-

* .R HUWKMS tU.S.à.): It mght be deairable to have a general stock-taking at

some stage to see where the sticking -points are and what the dicffioultLes are.

I think you would go on with this bilateral process ±0or some, little tli before

you did that. .It couldda of course, be trilateral, where there are two or three

countries involved in the sane item,
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MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): In principle the whole thing would be, as it
were, multilateral, with bilateral adjusting negotiations going on.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): I would say it starts multilaterally, then

for a considerable time in a bilateral stage, and ends up multilaterally.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think it is what we call here the second stage. If need

be we can make some changes in the draft to most the point.

MR. GUERRA (Cuba): I think it is explained quite well in this draft

memorandum. It well require specification regarding certain of the

general things, but in general the same idea is in here.

THE CHAIRMAN: I agree, but we wïll ask our Rapporteur to look at the draft

once again in order to meet the point raised by Mr. Shackle. Are

there any questions on the third stagc.

MR. GUERRA (Cuba): That has bo.n contcrnplate.d already.

MR. EIACKLE (United Kingdom): Tho point about which one has to be careful

all the way thrcugh the negotiations is that of socrw.cy. If thore arc

substantial leakages I think tho position of Delogatos may become

almost impossible. Ilodorn nc-vzpaper r.len arc such ingenious sleuths.

Mlu. -RL4KNS (United States): .c miight evcn consider - although net now,

but when the nmecting starts - a security conuïiittee to try to limit

leakages ; as much as possible. Soma set of rulos, or procedure might

be formulated, because it is cxtreînely important net to have leakages

any more than necessary.

THO CHAIRMAN: Should we put something in now?

MR. HAWKINS (United States): I do not. think se. It is the sort of thing

we should organism at the tiuie.

THE CHAIRiAN: I think therc arc no questions with regard to the third stage.

we naw come to the result of the negotiations and thu lists of countries.

There is no noed te discuss the *ray in. which wc mention the countries

concerned. I think that is scLf-c.planatory. Thonwec come te a point

that was, in the old days, a port of call to a certain extent. Wc put

forward a general agroormacnt on tariffs and tradc, with a draft as an

adcdendun to this paper. As this i3 such an important paper I would prefer

I. .1
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not to discuss it now but to leave it till tomorrow. At this moment we
may be too tired, and the discussion on points which we dosire to clear

up may be too length.I have a remark to make with regard to the end

of this, in the second paragraph on page 19:

"This will provide an opportunity for a review of the
Agreement and any adjustment of thc tariff schedules
which may be considered desirable."

Here we come to the main point raised, in the first instance, by the

Indian Delegate. I would. like something to the effect that these are

all things that we have done in the first instance, because the whole

thing will corn.e up for rcviow when vwe have the world conference. New

members will certainly ask muany questions. I do not think noir members

should have no right to ask for other concessions. I apjreciate that it

raises a difficulty, but I would like te soc soitiathing inserted with regard

te the position cf the nov mcitibers when wo come to tho vrorld confenoro,

MR. KAWKINS (United States): If there was a decision teo bring this into

force earlier this would not want a review. MVybo you would want to have

it known.

THB COAMiMAN: tie have discussed this in Cr'znittee II, nnd om.ie across the

difficulty of the inost-favoured-nation clause, and vwe said we could not

settle that before our meeting in Geneva - evun then thera might be certain

difficulties, The Indian-Delegato ha3 already put in a paper on tho subject.

It was felt there might bh very considerable clifficultv with only 18

countries setting aside tho most-,favoured-nation clause. Thon we have

the point whether, if vie nlake concessions, WC shàucl. extent thoac conces-

sions to aLl othor countries and not mreJly the menibers of the conference

provided that within a year or six months they .ntcr into negotiations,

when, if they did not do sC, we would be in a position to withdraw the

concessiohs from those countries. The othor possibility is to have this

agreement but not to permit :. it te enter into force until we have had

the world conference. Those are the two possibilities, which are not made

perfectly clear in the memorandum. Wo left open the question of the

most-favoured-natiàn clause, although vwe have soi.ac provisional ideas about
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it. My opinion is that you have to have them extended to other countries
provided they corne into the "club" within a certain period.

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): I suggest that before we finish we should disuse

Article 31 - at last in regard to your question, Mr. Chairman.

MR. HAWKINS(United States): It comes up also with regard to Article 18.

It permits ot member countries who wore not in the original group being

covered. Then non-members arr covered by Article 31.

THE CHAIRMAN: That is thc first point. I do not think we can clear this

off this afternoon. The second point is: What arc the rights of
onter

non-members when they into this agreement? They will have to have

certain concessions. The whole thing right be open for review at the

world conference. This does create certain difficulties' but we must

sec the position clearly.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): I would suggest tentatively the probable

solution we-will get is that the bonodits cf the concessions mada in the

,negotiations ncxt spring will be generaliscd, subject to conclusions

reached at the full conéeronce. I do not sece what else you can do. You

have nc provision for the abrogation of bilateral agreements, and you have

no agreement that.that should be donc. You can generalise until that

decïsion is reached.

THE CHAIRMWN: So the concessions do not come into force before we have the

world conference?

MR. HAWKINS (United States): There are two questions here. You have the

question whether you want thero to corne into force before. If you do, I

would suggest that probably they should bc generalised to all countries,

subJect tr the decision of the conference. If th¢y are not brought into

etfect until the conference convenues the question does not' arise.

fols
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There is a procedural point, though, on bringing that into effect sooner;

it is procedure and technical. Once you havo the schedules negotiated,

you simply cannot keep them secret, you cannot keop then confidential,

they will get out, perhaps in a distorted form, so when there is an agree-

ment there is a quite strong reason for putting it into offset on a pro-

visional basis.

MR.GUERRA (Cuba): It will have to be very clear that it is on a provisional

basis and not on the basis of the three years of the Charter, because many

countries may go to Genava, make agreements and reduce tariff s, considering
what we have agreed on at this present meeting, and then later on there may

be other conferences and sos:e points uoay be changed. The reasons the

country may have had for giving concessions nt Geneva may have altered and

the country may find it. ::. longer in its interest to continue the

concessions.

THE CHAIRMAN: It is a vory important point so I would like to give some

thought to it, and perhaps have a draft brought before us keeping in minr4

these.possibillties. I have no doubt that wo cannot decide that here.

We can decide the procedure of tariff neGotiations, but the important

point is whether or not they will, come into force at Geneva, That we

can only decide at Goneva, but we have to study the problem here in the

ieraorandum.

MR. AIALA1E4 (Cuba): Uc :uust takc care of the position under Article 31, so

'e cannot come to a decision.

TEE CHiIlAN: Yes, we left that to Geneva.

UR. AIMULIA (Cuba): I do not want to decide here. But I have thought, a lot

about this point and nf:ter thinking about it I believe you cannot even ce

to a conclusion, not even a tentative one, unless you know what your idea

is as to what you are going to do.

TlH CHAIRMON: I would therefore like to reserve this article for discussion

if possible for tormorrcw.

-Ml. PilRàMAGUE (Brazil): I put forward a proposal analysing -the case of tha

most favouréd nation tc this CoLraittee, whieh decided to take simply the

..
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general problem.

THECHAIRMAN: We will not discuss it at the moment but will ask the

Rapporteur to look into it again. We can see when we discuss the whole

problem again whether there are any more things to take into account.

I do not think we should do it this afternoon, we are too tired for that.

MRLECUYER (France)(Interpretation): I want to ask, a dufinite, question, and

I would be grateful if the Chairman could give an answer. I would like

to know whether it is a question of the pricinple of the most favoured

nation clause, as it is according to Article 8 of the Charter, which ïs

reserved or whether it as the application date of that clause that is

reserved,

THECHAIRMAN: The point is sxi4ply this, whether, to prevent difficulties

vith the most f'avoured nation clause, we shall, water the end of the

tariffPnegotiations - supposing that they cere to a.satisfactory con-

clusioh - put the results ' that into the new tariff schedule and into

efPfect at once, and grant Lt to every country provided they enter into

the "club" within a dePinite period, or not.

ËR. IECUYER (oanoe) (Interpretation): It is the question of non-members

which we are really dealing with - the non-emnbers at the tiiue it La

put into force.

THE CHAIRMAN: Then we corao to the further parts of this droft ond I might

perhaps say here that I have already disoussed that. vith the Rapporteur.

I feel that we' iay possibly discuss it at more- length tomorrow, but I

feel thore Ls one thing forgotten in this draft. A5 we see t, 51' we

have this tariPf schedule and decide. to bring it into force at once after

the Geneva ConfPrence, before the World Conference which may drag on a

long time then we aiso put into force certain clauses, proviaionaliy, of

the Charter which L8 to be adopted at the Wlorld Conference.; But we have

there Articles 8, 18, 29, 30 and others mentioned in this paper. You;

cannot put those .articles into force unless you have a supervising body.

The Interim Tariff Cou.adttoe as visualised will only oome into being
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after the World Conference, so we have a gap to bridge there and, in

my opinion, we are forced in that case to set up a provisional committee

or something, like that assuming, for these parts of the Charter that come

into force, the responsibilities of the ITO Conference as it is visualised

at a later stage after the World Conference. That is what I find missing

in this paper.

MR. GUERRA (Cuba): Will there not be this preparatory Committee?

THE CHAIRMAN: That is a point, but it is missing in this paper, and that is

the only point I want to made.

TEE RAPPORTEUR: You need a Croup to exercise the functions of the Organisation

regarding the escape clauses, for instance, when they come into operation,

IM. HNMKINS (United States): That could be a Cor.uaitte r.ade up of countries

which tako part in the noàotiations.
THE CMIM-Vil: It could be, but still we have to cover it in the r.ier.iorandum,

Only ofter'that can we discuss what the position of the Tariff Comrittee

which will be after the 1T.orld Conference. You find the same thing I

think, if I r.iaY nakc a !ew rem.xarks to facilitate the proceedings,

when we corne to this part about thO Interi3 Tariff Committee. You find

the sane thing, we need sor.ie clarification because, if you road this at

it is now, you are in doubt whether it should coene into force after tiie

World Conferonce or not. So we have to add, I think, in the first part

about the Tariff Cor.miittee, "ILfter the a¢cpetance of the Charter by the

World' Conference", to make it very clear.

Perhaps w could rmeet tonorrow and discuss the remaining part of tho

Charter and sce what we have to deal viith further. We have aise tho papor

of the Indian Delogation that we left over, and another point that raises

difficulties. I understand that tor.morrow we shall have a aieeting at

10-30 of the Sub-Cornrittec on Quantitative R0strictions -, do you have to

take part in that, Mr. Hawkins?

MR. IlWIKNS (United States): I do not have to, though there are certain parts

of it that I would have to. However, tomorrow I think it w'ill be strictly

the balance of payments section.
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THE CHAIRMAN: In that case we could perhaps most tomorrow at 10-30, because in

the afternoon there is meeting of the head. of delegations at 4.30 and if

we met at 2.30 that would not give us much time.Wemight inany case meet

for. short tir.e in the atterrioon.

MR. MCKINNON(Canada): I do not think we oan finish the ppaper toiuorr'ow unless

we rmeet tonight.
THECHAIRMAN: I sadd it to excuse r.myself - I mar sitting here with a iZrer at

the moment and I wovld greatly like to stop today, if .I jmay be excused.
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MR. McKINNON (Canada): Mr. Chairman, just so that the rest of

us can envisage the week, what is your programne for the week

for our Committee particularly, as you see it now?

THE CHAIRMAN: I would like to go on v:ith this paper tomorroT7, hoping

that r!e can in the main agrec to it and give the Rapporteur a

chance to rodraft it. I think vie ought not to ask him to do

night oxork again tonight. then v*c have still to discuss

tomerrdi7; if possible, this paper on Industrial, Development.

MR. ScINION (Canadrn): You maan voev'euld disuse that as tha Procedure

committee? ,ihy should vie discuss it,

THE CHAIBMAN: In its relation to this point. We may leave it tz

the main Committee, but they vrould rant the advice of this

Committee on this.

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): I havc read this paper just now, and I

think i:f re are to be asked about that, that paper also

should be g4ven to us in ordor that ra may knor .:hat tre are

supposed to do.

MR. MoKINiNON (Canada): lie cannot soe -hat re ar;) supposed to do

rith this. It do¢s not affect our memorandum on Procedure.

THE CHAILMAN: No, but it is a ner escape clause, vitli a suggestion

that vie should include that in Article 29 or Article 30.

MR. HAWKINS (US): I think this is a ner Chapter.

MR. MoKINNON (Canada): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: I. am quite prepared to skip the discussion of this.

MR. HAWKINS (Us): It doas not seem to ma to be necessary.

ME. ADARKAR (India): The only point that ill not be disposed cf

that imy is the further suggestion made on behalf of the Indian

delegation that they would prefer all these negotiations to be

put in the form of bilateral agreements, rhich vould be multi-

-lateral in effect but not in legal application. That may be

recorded as the opinion of the Indinn delcatibn, leaving them

frec to take up the point later.
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MR. McKINNON (Canada).: That was the point we reached this morning.

If we spent an hour or two on this paper.I do not see what we
should do with it

THE CHAIRMAN: .We will ask the guidance of Mr. Coombs, and if he
wants us to do something te shall have to do it, but I do not

like, to skip it. That is taking mora on our shoulders than ro
ought. I think our Rapporteur savy it has a definite hearing.

MR. McKNINON .(Canada): No. It i8 just on the question.raised by
the delcgate of India. One argument put up against.tho bi-
latoral agreement ,.as that it ';as-adequately ccvored .by tho:
escape clause in this memorandum.

THE 0IAIRMAN: Yes, and I asked tho Indian.dologate to study.this
paper and refer to it later,

*.MR. ADARAMR (India): Yos, and thora is another point raised by us

and which has not bean dispcsod of, and that 7as about the'basic
oommitment rewarding tariff reductions. We suggested .they. should
only offer such selective reductions in tariffs consistent rith
qaoh Momber' s economic c.develcpmant and the general. p.trpCseb of
the Orgènizationi' Either thora should be soma docisïon on that
point r a reservaticn. should be noted.

MR. McKINNON. (Canada): We.thought made the reservation this
morning on that pint.

THE CHAIRN.Ai: Woll, those are the main difficulties!
MR. McKINNON (Canada): We cannot solve them.: We might as v:eil

iace Ép:to that:no'. -* Wie aio'<.ett;In§,;;'into thlas days of the
.gotWLht4o4:8 ,.Ats '.!'.'lht *this Sol'flin there i8, ..iYo;oe. oi

7 reCd'o'iltti.à-trioo i tne y thé' "ian deeiigate tThntho
position' takeri :blry the others, and I cuito uzidàstdd he'îad very
definitely.roserved hie position on that.

MR. ADARIMAR (India): Yos, and th}at it should be rooorded.
MR. IloKINNON (Canada).: And that is rccordod and that is ail there

is to it.
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MR. ALLAMILLA (Cuba): We. havefour specific amendmentsthat are

waiting to be started in theo light of what comes out of the

Joint Commmittee, If we had/this paper here'one-afternoon I think

e'could just look nt that and discuss only that part which

deals ith rhat rm' are supposed to do in accordance r.ith trhat

thoy have dbne. That is vhat I'be¢livo' i7 should diseusB, and

'noet thià thing, rhhieh has nothing to de -ith us.

MR. HAWKINS(US): The point was referred to this Committee by

Committee II.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. That is this one.

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba) : ihy should rac'not study this paper tonight,

and tomorrow study the request that has been made to us?

MR. HAWKINS (US): I do not think you need study tho one paper in

connection v:ith the other.

MR. MOKIIN.ON.(Canada): Can you tell us in a ..nrd or tro r.hat it is?

THE CHAIRMAN1: I can read it to you. It is a draft mossago to

aommittes II:-

"In the light of rocommendations regarding industrial
and goneral economic development -hich the Joint .Comnmittoc
prr;peses to maka to the Prcparatory Committeo, the Joint
COmnnittae requests Commîitteo Il to make a provision in
Article 18 of the chapter dealing .rith Oommerciàl PolJiy,
so that in relation to tho undertaking to reduce tariff and
to eliminate import tariff preferences, the Organisatinn
and other Membors should, rhen considering theo contribution
vhich a Member can m6ke te a reduction in tariffe, take into
account tho height of the tariff of that Momber, and the need,
if any, of that Member to use protective measures 'in order to
promote industrial and general economie dovelo-pment

That is a roqueet in tho form cf v. dreft from the -JIont

oimanittoo cf Committos II, and.&B We arB deuling witK Artiàle

18.J think our adtioe Vill1 a aaskod on thie and tho:.roaaons

for this request you find in thia paper that has been

distributed this afternoon.

MR. MoKINNON. (Canada):. You do not envisage this Cominittee finishing

its "ork by.tomorrow night, then?

THE CHAIRMAi.: I do not think so. I think l.e shall have to meet on

Tuesday as vrell.

MR. McKINNON:(Canada): Is there not a Plenary on Tuoeday?
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MR. LAOARTE: The Secretariat, under the urging of a number of

delegations, is putting all the pressure on the traffic that

the traffio will bear. However, if the Sub-Committees of

Committee II do not finish their work in time I do not quite

see how we can start the Plenaries on Tuesday. afternoon, but

we are laying our plans in the most optimistic .-.ay possible

and making every endeavour to get the greatest possible number

of meetings at very possible opportunity, We are doing the

most we can. However, if committee Il does not finish by

Tuesday afternoon it seems a little difficult to start the

Plonarios thon.

THE CHAIRMAN: There is this special difficulty, that Mr. Loddy

ought to have at last a day to prepare the Report of this

Committee.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): There is another difficulty - that Thursday

- is the last day that soma of the delegations will be here.

THE OHMIRMAN: I cannot see how we can get out of that. After all,
t. -

our Rapportaur will need a for hours, sleep.

MR, McKINNON (Canada): After the Rapportour goes over his paper

and revises it, is it suggested thon that thisCommittee
considers it again?

.-: : . ; .. .

.THE 0HAIRMAN: Yes, We havea to see that the paper is all right,

e.nd also the Roport, because the Report is the main thing

that to have to adopt here and put forward to Committee II,

and reallyI cannot see that the thing could come into Committee
II before Thursday, as far as I visualise it at the moment.

MR. VIDELA (Ohile:) There is the question of the quotas' which I

raied the other day,

MR..LAGARTE There is a possibility. that we might be able to start

the Plonarics and still have oneortwo Committees finishing

while -the Plenary is approving the Reports of some of the other
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MR. McKINNON (Canada): Why cannot this paper as revised by the

Rapportour go to Committee II?

THE CHAIRMAN Well, ifwe have full confidence in the Rapportour
I am quite prepared to let it go, but it is a very important

paper, which will be published.

MR. MoKINiZON (Cannda): No, it ill not be published.

THE OHAIRMAN: Yes, *his report of the Rappertour with regard to

- the latost decisionwill be included in the General Report
of theConference of the Proparatory Committee.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): It/should not be published as part of what

the Seceetariat publishes.

THE CHAIRMAN: It will be, because we shall not have a further

chance of making any addendum.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): This is a working paper of this Comimittee

which I am talking about.

THE CHAIRMAN:well, that is a point. I do not care about it, but

the American delegationwas insisting on as much publicity
as possible, but for the other delegations, I shall have to ask

them whether they would have this memorandum published..

MR. HAWKINS (US): It needs to be a document of this meeting,.

because other members of the Preparatory Committee need to

know of it and approve it and be guided by it It is not a

*question of. thewhether it shauld be made public.

MR.McKINNON (Cannda): As part of the Report.

MR. HAWKINS (US): No, that is another question. I do not really

have any very strong feeling on the point. I had not thought

of it. I suggest we might hold that question in abeyance and

look at it again and see what the consequences of publishing it
might be After it is edited there might be nothing in it to
cause any difficulty.,

THE CHAIRMAN: As I see it, it is a very important paper, and I
think we shouldnotleave it without this Committee having had
again the chance to see it in a definite form.
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MR GUERRA(Cuba): I think that we have reached general agreement on these

different points in the procedural part of this paper, and I think that

in the plenary rooting, too, everyone will havea chance of picking out

anything he has, in addition to wlhat has already been discuseed, making

any reservations on certain in points he may wish or onpointswhichhe

may thinktherapporteurhasnotcoverd,butIdo not think really thatwe need to spealtime on goingoverthissecondvorsionagain; i mean
the procedural partcouldgorightawaytocommittee ii

THE CHOIRMLN; Yes. That is one ofthedifficultiesherewehave skipped

certain things for the timebeing

MR MCKINNON (Canada): If this papercomesbackhereagainrevised by the

Rapporteur, wearegoingtohavetospendhours discussin againthe

word " automatically'' to no purpose whatever.let committee ii decide

it. We obviously cannot break the deadlocki on it; we cannot come to any

decision upon it; that is agreed.

MR GUERRA (Cuba): might i make a suggestion the rapporteur might if this

sub-comittee agrees,make a new draftof this paper relating only to

procedure and that I think should go direct to the plonary session of.

Committee ii and then the referencesto the word '"autormationlly annd'

all these other matters would be again discussed, andtherealquestion

of the Charter being included in the final form agreed upon by the sub-committee in the generalreportofthesub-committeeto committee ii
THE CHAIRMAN Yes, but iwanttosaythatwehave made several amendments

in this draft and we are askign the rapporteur to make a final job of

it and we have evory confidence in him, but thon we will have todiscuss

in Committee II this paper cand that will take sometiem if we have to

prepare the report and rddraft it in the light of the decisions of the

main Committee ii ido feel that tomorrow we may be able to finish

perhaps this wholepaper at least, let us hope we, can do that - but

thenwemust give the Repporteur a chance to draftt the report of this

sub-commiittee., It .will then have to be typed, so that I think it will
be Wednesdayatthe earliestbefore we come to that partand we shall

not be able to adopt the report of the sub-committee before thursday
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MR McKINNON(Canada) Of this sub-Committee?

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. We will not be able to do that before Thursday at

the carliest. .`

MR McKINNON (Canada): I think you will have a prettyslimcommittee by

Thursday '

THE chairmani connot help it i cannot see hwo we cando otherwise

MR GUerra (Cuba): my idea would be to makea separatepaper of the draft

that we have discussedto day onthe procedure part not going over that

again but referring it direct to committee ii

MR LECUMY: ( France) (Intorepretation) Mrchairmanidonotwant the

interrupt the discussions on this sub-committeein view of the stage

they have reached, but I think we are leaving in suspense quite a number

of questions, and i do not think that should be so before the position

of the different delegations who are represented on this sub-committee

.has been made absolutely clear. i particularly have inmind certain

questions that are dealt with on pages 9, 11, 12, 13, and so on of the

report which would, have to be redrafted, and someof these arevery

delicate matters they will have to be left with the rapporteur and

I am very confidentin leaving themto him but i dothink thatwe

should go through this paperonce more andi evern believe that it

would be the wish of the rapportueruthat we should do so i think

we ought to have opportunity of doing that, and i think that ourour

duties would not be completed towards the Committee that set us upif we did not spendsomemoretimeonitorifwe wont through it too
quickly, Personally i do not rind ifit moans thatwe have to discuss

it for a day or a night longer, because reallyi dothink that it should

be done there is also another point i am afraidthat if we put it on

to Committee II that will mean that we aremerely transferring our

difficulties on to the shoulders of Committee Il and the discussion

wili bo more difficult still if tho different points are not set out

clearly and properly dealt with in the report of this sub-committee
thechairman i can only say that i entirely agree with the french delegate
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MR McKINNON .(Canada). Surely in redrafting the Report, the Rapportour,

this time, would leave out the entire Introduction, because it is,

afterall, a paragraph of articles that have aIready been adoptod.

MR GUERRA (Cuba): But it willhave to go in the general report of the sub-

committeee. ;

Mr McKINNON (Canada): Yes therefore all that the rapportour need produce

out of this 20-page momorandum is a small document on theprodcedural

station only, and the otherquestions that are ,still standing will have

to go back to Committee Il for inclusion in the generalreportthe

section on the agreementcanbedroppedbecauseit cannot be discussed

or any decision reached until it is reached at goneva ithteintro-

duction is included again we simply will have thewholedebateoveragain in Committeeii,andwemayevenhaveit in plnary session.
.MR HAWKINS (USA): Is not it a question that was debated so long yesterday

and of its going to Committeeii?

MrmcKINNON (Canada): "autonatiealy"?

MR HAWKINS (USA). Yes..

MR M¢KINNON (canada): But not part of the procedural document.

MR GUERRL (Cuba):* That wouldbepartofthegeneralreportthat is a

differentthingthechairmantheonlythingisthatthe time that the Rapporteur would
have to spend on thas paper he will have to spend on his report,

MR GUErra (Cuba).: That is whatwesaymakingasmallmemorandum on

procedure. We are quite agreable to that

the rapporteir we would begin withthat wouldwe or where would you begin?

MR McKINNON (Canada): I wvas wondering if ît should be: page 9 or page 6.

MR GUERRA (Cuba):' No, page 5; we have already approvdd that.

MR McKINNON (Canada): ;Ether page 5 or 6.

MR GUERRA (Cuba): No, 5.

MR MOKINNON (Canada): We approved 5 to-day..
MR GUERRA (Cuba): Start from page 5 and then jump to page 9.

mr McKINNON (Canada); Then the large section comes out of page 6 7 and 8.
MR Alamilla (Cuba): Yes - and practically all of page 9

DD fols.
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MR.KINNON (Canada.): It will come to about 5 pages instead. of 20.

SENOR ALAMILLA(Cuba): about; 9 or 10.

SENORGUERRA (Cuba): And all the other part will :o in the general
report.

the chairman i quite ageebutwhatever we do do not let us fool

ourselves. If' tomorrow we are able to finish the other part of

this paper, there are the other points raisedby the drafting

committee and we shall haveto take care of themwe shall meet

tomorrow morning .and perhaps .tomorrow afternoon, after alll the
Rapporteur will have to make his report even if he works night
and ay, it will not be in the committee bofore -thursday afternoon.

then we have to discuss it in Committee 2 and we cannot expect

things which we have discussedso elabourattcly here, in spite of

the confidence they have in us, will go unquestioned in Committee

2. It is very important that this part of the document shoud

really be as clearas possible,. Wehavenotevengo the report

of the Committeeon Quantitative restrictions , I have net seen

the paper on :subsidies. the others are still more or less un-

decided. we shall got the report of the technical Sub-Committee

tomorrow. How can we expect Committee 2 to deal with all these

papers in one afternoon? It is simply impossible, so we shall

need the whole of next weak to cover the work of Committee

so I amafraid the Conference will not end before the beginning

of the week after next. If we do not do that, we shall have all

the troubles over again in Geneva. I know your difficulties,

Mr. McKinnon, but every delegation will have to find a solution

for itself.

SEnOR GUERra (Cuba): Was not a meeting contemplatedin New York in

January?

THECHAIRMANthatwaa draftingcommitteeonly

SENOR ALAMILLA (Cuba): I think it would be a good thing to have, if not.

in name, a preparatory committee in January, because then we should
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have time to think things over and to agree on a lot of things

about which we arc now confused.

SENOR GUERRA. (Cuba): Every delogation has gone as far

as they can on their present instructions on many points on

which they have not ,made reservations. . I do not think- a weak

or two now will accemplish anything.Unless delegates can go back

to their own countries and see whether they cannot compremise,

they will not be ableto do anything.

THE CHAIRMAN whether we have apreparatory committee in january

or not, we cannot, unless we have thc whole committee available

again in New York, skip the proccodings in Committee 2. I have

given my reasons why I think it is physically impossible - and

I repeat the word "impossible" - to have Committee 2 cover the

work of the sub-committees, especially of this Sub-commiittee and

that on Quantitative restrictions; before Thursday. Then, after

discussion, the report will have to be prepared, and that will

have to be approved by this Conference.

SENOR GUERRA.(Cuba): I do not Know what the situation is here, but

my experience on other committees has been that when a report

has come up from the sub-committee, there has not been much
discussion because everybody has reached the limit of their

negotiations.

THE CHAIRAMN wer are six or seven countries here, and we have dis-

cussed very important pOints of principle with regard to all

these negotiations, in fact, the whole thing on which the

Carter is based. we ought to have proper time i will do my

best to finish the work as quickly as possible, but..i..'

senor afLLLMILt (Cuba): I *think the practical way out is to prepare

the report, submit it to Committee 2, everybody makes reservations,

we go home, and the heads of delegations have one meeting in which

to adjourn this procedure and go on in January. that would be

much better than staying here two more weeks,
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SENOR GUERRA. (Cuba): It is no use continuing to discuss things on

which everyone has reached their extreme limit on present

instructions.

THE CHAIRMAN: I leave every delegate to discuss that with the head

of his delegation.

MRHAWKINS (U.S.A.): Unless we can sottle this part roasonably well,

I shall recommendtomydelegation reservationon all the all the rest

of it.

THE CHAIRMANThen we start again in Geneva. There is no sonse at

all in publishing a report that has been decided upon by the

heads of delegation meeting unless we know exactly what we are

going to publish.

SE1NOC GUEiMRL. (Cuba): I untirely agree with that, and with Mr.Hawkins..

But my view is that I an afraidthatinall these discussions,

when delegates finally. makea reservation on a point, they

have reached the point from which they cannot move at this

meeting, oven if thcy stay two or three weeks.

THECHAIRMAN That is not visualised In one or two or three more

days we can have proper drafts available ane proper reports

which can be published. Do not; forgetthattheywillbe made

available to the Press. Just think whet confusion will be

created if these things are not properly settled.threreare

not many points left opon.

SENOR GUERRi. (Cuba): I would suggest that we try to make a reduced

memorandum on procedure that will not have to be discussed here

again, and then the rapporteurr will have at least Monday and

Tursday to prepare the general report. 'We .can have it discussed

on Wednesday and then have it finished finally on '.Thus Lay or

Friday in Committee 2.

1THECHAIRMAN we can discuss the other part, but I am afraid we shall

not get a proper solution tonight.

EE follows
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MR LECUYER (France)(interpretation): Mr Chairman, I do believe that in fact

we are very, far from reach", our target, and we have some drafting points

of a. delicate nature to solve. I think that with 24 hours more we would do

it. .Perhaps only two Meetings will be. sufficient, and thenafterwards the

Rapporteur willbe able to draft it. I can quite understand that certain

Delegates are in rather a hurry to leave London, I think it is important to

have an agreed text, and 'that no Delegates wouldmind staying 24. hours more on

this work, as the continuation of the workof the Conference in general.

That meanstherisaquestionofwhethertheplenary meeting will be on

Thursday,..Friday or Saturday. wè do not have any r.e:nda-te to deal with it.

I happen to know that quite a number of other committee are in.the same

position as we are in. I do think we should see 'how we can finish our

Report by giving it all the time that is needed.

THECHAIRMAN I suggest that we meet tororroiwmorning 10.30 and that we

go on with.ourmeeting, then adjourn at 1 o'clock, return at 2.30 and go

- on till., 4,30, when the Heads of Delegations are.meeting. Tororrow we can

decide whether there should be an evening, meeting, If we need our Reppoarter

we must have sufficient tme to do something.

MR SHACKLE (United Kindom): I should like to be assured that the Quantitative

Restrictions Sub-Committee will in fact confiné itself to Balance of Payments
because if it does not it will be rather difficult for someofusIwondered
whether you, Mr Chairman couldgetintocontact with teh Chairman of the

Quantitative Restrictions Sub Committee and see whether in fact theywill

confine themselves to Balance of Payments?

THECHAIRMAN: Yes.

MRMACKINNONR (Canada): Before we break up, I appreciate yourownsituation,

mr Chaiman, that it is obvious from your face that ypu have a cold and a

temperature, But for that, I would press again that we go on tonight.

Could it be indicated what portions of that memorandum are standing for,

consideration tomorrow?

THE CHAIRMAN: The last part of this memorandumthat we havenotdiscussed
at this moment.
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MR MCKINNON (Canada): On the Agreement?

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, on the Agreement. After that we still have the remaining

part of the Interim Tariff Committee and the Entry into force of Charter

and a few smaller points. Then it is usefuI that we study the draft of this

Draft General.Agreement , and then we still have to deal with one request of

Committees 1and 2, on which Mrcoombs may be able to give ius some guidance

tomorrow. Totorrew we can reach a decision on how this whole paper should

be redrafted, just to give the Rapporteur clear instructions on that.

THERAPPORTEUR Just a word about the Introduction. I gathered from, the

observations that the main question about the materialintheIntroduation

dealt.with the autoizatic description of how those rules ;would operate.

I suggest that they might be very much sinplified and that the remaining

part of the Introduction should be looked at very carefully to be sure

that there are no unqualified, unsafeguarded statements there that overstate

what seem; to have been the understanding with regard to the Charter.

I do think that some sort of introductory material is necessary, in order

that the Delegates of other countries not members of the Committee will have

a context for understanding what we have rather set forth with regard to the

procedures in the form of schedules, and how it wouldfitintothe International

Trade Organisation. I reilly think that if the introduotory part is gone

over carefully, the particular point bothering I believe, the Canadian

Delegate and the Indian and Cuban Delegates primarily,can be straightened

out very easily

MR McKINNON (Canada): The particular point bothering the Canadian Delegation is

that if we have an Introduction itmay be the subject of debate again .in

Committee 2.THERAPPORTEURmy fearisthatunlesswe have an introductory part, it will
not be understood.

THE CHAIrman We have been discussing it for many days, but the other MEMBRER

of Committee 2 have not been present; and that is one of the greatest

difficultiesisee

mrdeutsch(canada) What is the relationship between the introductory part
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of this memorandum and the general report on Article 18 that has been

discussed here?

MRMcKINNON (Canada): It is the same thing.,
MR DEUTSCH (Canada): You are re-hashing the same arguments here as you would

be under the other part. Do we have to keep going over the same thing again

and again in different papers?

THE CHAIRMAN: I am quite agreeable to having it in the Report of the Committee

Let us not fool ourselves about this: ïf we refuse to discuss the

introductory part of this memorandum we cannot skip discussing it as we are

responsible for the Report of this Sub-Committee that will be published. in

a report of the Committee. The question was whether there were still some

Letters to be taken up by the Sub-committee.We agree that there is something

MRADARKAR (India): In any case, paragraph 1 of Article 18 has gottobe

reconsidered. in terus of the Rapporteur's note.

THE CHARIMAN -I suggest that we adjourn until tomorrow at 10.30 and be prepared

to have a meeting also at 2,30 in the afternoon

MR SHACKLE (United Kingdom): .And you will endeavour to settle thingswiththe
Chairman of the Quantitative Restrictions Sub-Committee?

THECHAIRMAN yes

MRSHACKLE (United Kingdom): Because there will be difficultif they go on to

other parts than the Balance of Payments section.'

(The meeting rose at 5.30 P.m.)
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